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Goddess

Working on this book had been n blissful
experience that transcended all worldly sources
of inspiration-a

colleague, an intellecrual

conzpartio~z,a friend, lover, wife

.....

All are created equal by the Master Creator. Yet the world
is full of a variety of people. What makes people so different

from each other? Are they born with a destiny to become big
and small? Do the set-up in which one is born and the type of
parenting and education one gets decide the course of one's
life always? I have seen miracles of change happen to men and
women in all walks of life. Miracles will happen to any
individual when he begins to use creativity- the power of his
subconscious mind. The book is designed to remind u s that
new thinking with imagery could fashion and create one's
destiny.
It is neither money nor inheritance that is the major factor
behind one's success or failure in life. These are dimensions
on which people are rated differentty but they are not the only
dimensions. I consider creativity a s the most crucial dimensign
in which big and small people really differ. This book explores
this important but hidden and upto some extent mystified
dimension. The book endeavours to explain the great
fundamental truths of the minds in the simplest language
possible and not only explains creativity but also suggests ways
and means to kindle this divine power that each one of u s is
blessed with.
The unique feature of this book is its down-to-earth
practicality. Swinging effortlessly between mythology and
cybernetics, this book presents some very simple, usable
techniques and formulae that you can easily apply in day to
day world. 1 had a long working experience with the authors of
this book. They are not professional writers. psychologists or
scholars but the fact that they write some very original
thoughts stemming from their surroundings. this being their
third book. testifies the presence and potency of the force that
creativity is. Whatever one impresses on subconscious mind.
is expressed on the screen of mind imagery a s a condition, a n
experience, a n event. and a product like this book.
Creativity existed before any one of u s was born, before any
world existed. The great eternal truth of creativity antedates
all history. literature. science and philosophy. It is with thls

beUef that this book urges us to lay hold of the wonderful
magical transforming power of creativity that binds up mental
and physical wounds, proclaims liberty to the fear-ridden mind
and unshackles us completely from the limitations of poverty.
failure. misery and frustration. All one has to do Is unlte
b~tellectuallyand emotionally with the objective one wishes to
embody and the creative powers of subconscious will respond
accordingly. Begin now, today, kindle the creativity in your
mind and let achievement happen in life! Keep on with
creativity, keeping on until the day breaks and the darkness
flees away.

APJ Abdul Kalam

This book fails into three parts, each of which deals with
topics bearing on the overall theme of creativity among
employees of a typical lndian organkation. Part I is called The
Foundation. It deals w ~ t hpatterns which connect a person
with his environment. Part 11is called The Form.It brings out
the mechanics of creatrve action. Part III is The 8earch. It
encompasses the various techniques of heightening creativity
and throws light on the retroactive and prohibitive forces.

Part 1 is split Into three chapters. These chapters are
destgned to introduce the idea of the Lnterconnectionbetween
the lndividud and his environment and to show how this basic
idea could be! used to throw light on a whole variety of this
phenomenon of crea tivf ty. What are the different ways in which
an individual is interconnected to other independent systems
of his environment? How. by pursuing their creative Interests.
do people finish up with less satisfactory results than they
mtght have achieved by working otherwise? Is indimdual
creativity illusory? Much of the text organized in Part I is
devoted to trying to answer these questions. This part
concludes with the forn~ulationof creativity as an entity in
practical terms, real enough, and ubiqu~tousin organizaticns,
society, and economy.

Part I1 forms the body of the book. it has four chapters. The
first 1i.e.. Chapter 41 is devoted to psychologist Eric Beme's
theory of psychoanalysis and the implications that it may lor
may not1 have on the feasibility of basing creative decisiorrs on
the aggregatton of individual preferences. The basic concept
here may be stated, in the simplest terms, as follows. If we take
the mind as an energy system, then much of the energy
available in the mind 1s used 'to stop' one from acting in a
particular way. If this preventive force can be relieved
reasonably. to utlitze this energy for creation, then what we
want is some method of doing 11. We shall take up this question
in the concluding Part I11 after the issues have become clearer
in Chapters 5,6 and 7, These chapters are based on the
legendary work of writer Arthur Koestier. The strlking concept
put forward by Koestler in his classic The Act of Creation' is
that there are at least three ways in which creative persons

have acted all along the history of science and art. This concept
will be stated very precisely in the form of three stories to
highlight its undeniable practical significance.

In Part 111 [Chapters 8.9 and 101we shall ask whether any
'entity of creauvity' really exists, or whether the appearance of
such an entfty derives from an extension of the concept of
rationality and common sense. CreativftyIs widely represented
as a mystical virtue on the one hand and as little more than
common sense plus statistics on the other, Giving some further
thought to Eric Berne and Arthur Koestler, the last three
chapters bring in focus, certain concepts of social scientist
C.P.Snow, preacher Norman Vincent Peale and magician At
Koran to see creativity as something like a 'culture'.
We know that the best work on creativity required more
ability than we possessed and therefore we needed help that
only the Master Creator could give. We have the policy of taking
God into working partnershlp in all our problems and
activities. So we have said prayers. asking for His guidance.
nnd we put the project into His hands. The repeated mention
of Vinayaka Murthy in the text goes beyond a writing gimmick.

We have endeavoured to make the book as usable as possible
by providing a variety of anecdotes and avoiding compltcated
terms which go with such subjects. May God use this book in
human heipfulnessl

This book is third in the trilogy we conceived a s a result of
our work on organisational development that we have been
doing together over the last eight years in Defence Research
and Development Organisation (DRUO)
.Without the stimulus.
the opportunity and the freedom that DRDO has provided. the
book would never have happened. We would llke to express our
deep gratitude to the many people In DRDO who have given us
their help and support during the three years we worked on
this book. It is impossible for u s to mention all of them by name.
However we extend our warmest thanks to this Invisible team
who helped u s to bring this book to fruition.
We are grateful to Dr Abdul Kalam for inspiring us to write
something Indian on problems of Indian Organisations. Our
ongoing exchange of ideas has been our richest source of
knowledge and inspiration.
We are also grateful to Prof KVA Pandalai. ProfAshok Kumar
Dhol. Prof Sarat Chandra Malviya, and Shrl Ved Prakash
Agarwal for inspiring conversations and for generously sharing
their knowledge with us.
We acknowledge wlth deep gratitude the rlch observations
we made of creauve traits of Dr RaJ Kumar Dhar, Shri K
Visweswar Reddy and Smt. Prameela ffilive. We have drawn
heavily from these three creative persons to portray the three
lead characters In the book-a person w h o spurns the
dreamer. refuses to be taken in by any romantic nonsense, a
wide-awake person, quick to see his advantage and to get the
better of hls fellows: a sagacious dreamer, with his head In the
clouds and his feet on the solid earth, working on missions
that transcend the boundary of set-up and individual I l k span:
and a person emotionalfy vulnerable, unselfish, quixotic, but
full of trust and courage to venture Into the unknown:
respectively.
We are thankful to Shrl Nlrmalendu Shekhar Mtshra, D r RS
Subhas Chandran. Shrl Manher Sa~neerand Ctfr Siva Sankar
Kallve for stimulating discussions of fundamenla1 questions
that surrotind creativity and give it a rnystifled form.

We are thankful to Smt. Anuradha Ravi and Krn. Lalitha
Jayaram for their efforts in giving the book its present form.
Our thanks are also due to Dr SS Murthy. Director, Shri
Ashok Kumar. Smt Sonia Relan, Shri SB Gupta, Shri S
Nagarajan. SM SK Saxena and others in DESIDOC who
helped to publish this book on time.
Flnally, we come to our families. Both of our spouses,
Smt. Saraswati Swamhathan and Dr. Anjana Tiwari provided
u s conditions, many a time at the cost of their comforts, In
which we could sustain our creativity while wrlting this book.
Arun's two children. aged fourteen and twelve let this book take
away some of their playing time with the father. So. to Aseem
and Amol. our love and very special thanks.

februaFd

Hyderaba

R Swamhathan
Arun Tiwarl
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THE FOUNDATION

1
EXPLORING THE
LINKS
THE WISE FRIEND
The story of three creative employees begins wlbh a visit to
the house of friend Vinayaka Murthy. Those who have read our
earUer books may perhaps still have Vinayaka Murthy intact
in their memories and so skip the following two paragraphs.
But for those who are reading about Vinayaka Murthy for the
!lrst time. the paragraphs form a necessary prelude.
Vinayaka Murthy is a supervisor we envy. Everybody who
works under Vinayaka Murthyessupervision is committed to
the task he or she has been given. The efforts of every employee
in VInayaka Murthy's establishment contrlbute towards the
desired goals. And this is not a general opinion that we have
formed under any positive bias towards our friend. We have
examined his supervision from many different angles and
collected deflnite evidence to form this opinion.
We observed that Vinayaka Murthy does not give directions
to subordinates on a task-by-task basis. His directions arise
from work goals and objectives about which he already has an
understanding and agreement with his subordinates. Most of
his employees have now become capable of operating on a
virtually self-regulated basis.
Vinayaka Murthy deals with his subordinates in an open
and candid way. There is a free exchange of ideas in his work
situation. Nobody avoids saying anything for the fear of being
misunderstood by others. In the event of any mistake, no blame
or punishment Is attempted. Instead, corrective actions are
taken to ellmhate the cause of the mistake.

We won't say that Vinayaka Murthy's subordinates never
complain. They certainly do. and in fact are encouraged to do
so. In the face of hostile reactions from his subordinates.
Vinayaka Murthy reacts in a very serious minded way. He
works to understand such feelings through open, candtd. and
a u t h e n t i c i n t e r a c t i o n with t h e s u b o r d i n a t e s u n d e r
non-judgemental and non-defensive conditions. He believes In
the genuineness of the supervisor-subordinate relationship. It
is this emouonal genuineness of Vinayaka Murthy in his
human relationships, which frequently takes u s to him for
some 'loud thinklng' and 'soul searching'; and this is the reason
why we continually seek Vinayaka Murthy's vtews on working
with individuals and understanding them. Now, coming back
to the present story. that day when we went to see Vinayaka
Murthy, we asked him about the most important virtue of a
successful supervisor. He said that the ability to develop good
ideas that can be put into action makes a n employee a good
supervisor. Creative decision making and problem solving are
two of the most important talents that an employee should
possess to succeed a s a supervisor' Vinayaka Murthy added.
'But this is something one gets a s a natural gift. To be
creative is a blessing'. we said. To this. Vinayaka Murthy said.
'Not exactly in that sense'. He then dispelled many of our
mistaken notions about creativity. We llst below four of these
most widespread myths a s explained by Vinayaka Murthy to
US.

THE MYTHS
One mistaken perception about creativity is that people can
be classlfled accurately as creative or non-creative. In reality,
creativity is like height, intelligence. or strength. People vary
considerably in these dimensions, but a s everyone has some
height, some intelligence, and some strength; they also have
some creativity in them.
A second myth about creativity is that It can be exercfsed
only in a limited number of fields, such a s physical science,
the arts. advertising etc. This type of creativity could be labelled
as artistic or scientific creativity. In reality, creative problem
solving can be exercised in almost any field. One can engage
in creative problem-solving In such diverse settings a s
manufacturing, oMce work, administrative work. gardening,
kitchen and home repairs.

Another popular notion. wlth no base in actuality, ls that
all creative ideas are complex and techdeal. In reality. most
useful ideas are magnificently simple. The giant Apple
computer company in America started with the simple idea of
using computers in homes and a s personal aids In small
businesses besides the large organisations.
A final myth is that creativity cannot be controlled.
managed, or pushed. In reality, in many situations a deadline
can be imposed for reaching a creative solution to a problem.
There arc techniques designed to aim at specific. controlled
results.

CREATIVE PEOPLE
'In fact, anyone who approaches any problem in a new or
unique way is a creative person,' Vinayaka Murthy said. When
we pressed for a distinguishing overall characteristic of a
creative person. Vinayaka Murthy said. 'Creative people are
more emotionally open than less creative people.'
And what is this emotional openness? The emotional
openness of creative people' is.often manifested in practical
jokes and other forms of playfulness. With such emotional
openness, an employeewlth wider knowledge, h e r intellectual
abflities and a positive personality may become a creative
worker.
Creative people tend to be 'bright' rather than 'brilliant'. An
extraordinarily high intelligence is not required to be creative.
but creative people are good at generating alternative solutions
to problems in a short period of time. Creative people have a
youthful curiosity' throughout their lives. Their curiosity is not
centred just around their own flelds of expertise. Instead, their
range of interests encompasses many areas of knowledge. and
they generate enthusiasm towards almost any puzzling
problem. Creative people are more open and responsive to
feelings and emotions. and in general to the world around
them.
Creative people tend to have a positive self-image. They feel
good about themselves but are not blindly self-confident.
Because they are reasonably self-confident, creative people are
able to cope with critfcism of their ideas. They have the ability
to tolerate isolation. They are frequently non-conforrnlsts.They

value their independence and do not need to seek approval
from others. Creatlve people go out of their way to seek
adventure, the thrill of achievements, and are also persistent.
'Does it mean that a person with many of the above
characteristics will bring forth creative solutions to problems?'
we asked, 'No, not necessarfly,' replied Vinayaka Mur-thy.
Triggering or eliciting creative behaviour from an individual
requires the right interaction between the person and the
environment. Vinayaka Murthy cited at least five Ingredients
for an optimal work environment that can kindle creativity.

CREATIVE ENVIRQNMENT
First, a person of sound intelligence is receded: someone
who has a high capacity for learning. for abstracting. for solving
problems, and for making the right choices. Second. the
potentfaIly creative person must have a strong ego and be
confident that he/she can overcome problems. Third, the
person must be faced with a need to act (as goes the old adage.
'Necessity is the mother of invention'). Fourth. a barrier must
exist between hlm/her and the goal. and a standard solution
to overcome this barrier should not be available. Fifth, the
p e r s o n m u s t have insight, a broad a w a r e n e s s of
hlrnself/herself and the environment around. When all these
are present, creative behaviour is almost a certainty.

Putting all these five ingredients together, we were able to
construct a model of creative behaviaur. This model reflects the
thinking about how eriiployees respond to external forces In a
creative manner. There are four key elements : (1) the stimulus
or outside force (2)the person (3)internal or external behaviour
and (4) results. We will now describe and illustrate the model.
It incorporates two basic viewpoints about how people learn
and are motivated.
The first viewpoint 1s the cognitive viewpoint. This
emphasizes the internal mental processes that take place
whenever a person is subjected to an external force. People
behave according to how they react to stimulus. If people are
in control of their senses, they make rational chokes-they
seek to maxirnlze gain and pleasure and minimbe loss and

paln. To make these rational choices, the person attempts to
evaluate the merits of external stimulus (any force that
produces an effect).
The second viewpoint about human behaviour is the
non-cognitive viewpoint. This viewpoint emphasizes that
behat-;our is determined by the rewards and punishments a n
indtviduai receives from the environment. Instead of behaviour
being influenced by an evaluation of the environment, the
consequences of one's past behaviour influence a person's
future behavfour. The noncognftive viewpoint of behaviour is
also called the reinforcement model in many psychology
textbooks because rewards and punishments reinforce or
strengthen responses.

THE MODEL
The model of creative behaviour begins when an external
force acts upon a person. This force can take many forms.
including messages from others: objects, technotogy, rules of
the organisation, or some event. The person reacts to this
external force in a manner governed by his/her needs and
motives, knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, self-concept.
perception. personality and many other similar internal
factors. A positive interplay of the factors Inside a person in
response to an external stimulus manifests itself in creative
behaviour. This behaviour leads to some result or impact on
the outside world. The result may be favourable or
disheartening. It may be an encouraging stimulus or a
frustrating force. It may generate confidence or shatter hopes.
To illustrate the model, visualise the following scenario.

AN OLD FRIEND CALLS
You are sitting in your offlce on a dull afternoon. The lunch
is still orily somewhere ln the small intestine. There is nothing

interesting at hand and you have already called it a day
mentally. You are called to receive an outside telephone call.
You are confused because you do not expect any calls today.
With a mixed feeling of curiosity and apprehension you answer
the phone. An old frlend. Narayana Swamy is on the line. You
do not remember when exactly you met him last, but it was
definitely not in the last ten years. All you know about Swamy

through common friends is that he has made a lot of money in
the insurance business and is now living a high profile life.
After a few moments of small talk, he says to you, 'I have
got an exciting proposition to offer you. You know. I am the
branch manager of one of the world's largest kancial services
&ms, and I look after their operations in India. Our latest
marketing thrust is to sell individual retirement accounts to
people who arejust launchhg their careers. Since you live next
door to the University and Bhabhgl is enrolled there. you have
loads of contracts wlth career beginnerse.
'Just think. what a bundle you will make for the rest ofyour
life. Since very few people cancel such policies, you shall be
collecting commissions for 30 to 40 years from practically all
the people you sign up. And just think. you can work for us
full-time or part-time. It all depends on how qukkly you want
to become rich!'
Swamy hangs up the phone after issuing a dinner invitation
in the latest five-star hotel of the city for the next evening.
So. here you have a forcible external force (a telephoneeall
from a person you have not met for the past one decade) that
becomes the cause or antecedent of your immediate behaviour.
Swamy's message will cause you to do something, even if you
just politely decline the dinner invitation.

THE DYNAMICS
The external forces act upon factors withh the person.
which are primarily intellectual. emouonal, physiological. and
related to the physical attributes. Among them are needs and
motives, knowledge, skills. attitudes, values, personality,
self-concept and perceptions. These attributes explain and
regulate creative behaviour. All of the attributes are intangible.
but they are nevertheless very Important aspects of human
behaviour. They help explain and regulate human behaviour.
A given external force will interact with those factors within
the person which are most relevant at that point of time. These
factors will influence a person's response to the external force.
An important point about these factors is that they are all
based partly upon past experience. Here is a brief rundown of
how these factors could possibly influence your response to
Swamy's proposition.

What are your needs? A need represents a deflclt wlthln the
indlvidual, such a s a need for recognition, or accomplishment.
If you have a strong need for accompIlshment, you may
respond positively to Swamy's message. A strong motive for
wanting to learn more about the deal would be a desire to
increase your income. If you needed money to lift your soclal
status, you might be very interested in Swamy's proposition.
What is the level of your knowledge of insurance? Your
knowledge of insurance policies and the spending preferences
of career beginners will also influence your response to
Swarny's offer. Your knowledge could be valid, invalid. or some
combination of the two. If you have limited knowledge of
financial servicesyou might pay little attention to the message.
If you believe that students will be eager to start retirement
accounts. you wlH respond positively. If your knowledge tells
you that students have no interest in opening retirement
accounts. you might not think much of Swamy's offer. You
might go for dinner. see the hotel. have a few drinks, dlnewitb
Swarny and forget about him once and for all.
How do you perceive your skills? If you percelve yourself a s
possessing good sales. communication, or analytical skills, you
may be positively inclined towards Swamy's proposal. If you do
not see yourself having the relevant skflls. you MI1 be more
hesitant to get involved.
Our attitudes, or predispositions to respond. influe~ceour

response to an external force. Our values (1.e.. strongly held
beliefs) guide our actions. Our perceptions (1.e.. how we
interpret things in the external world) influence our decisions.
Our self-concept (1.e.. what we think of ourselves or who we
think we are) affects our decisions. And haUy our personality
(1.e.. our persistent and enduring behaviour patterns) will find
expression in such a situation.

HOW DO YOU DO
To put it in a nutshell. you will be inclined to respond
positively if you had favourable attitudes towards sales work.
You would go to Swamy if you value money. challenge, and are
not afraid of uncertainty. You will explore Swamy's idea further
if your self-concept includes the idea that you are a go-getter
and a winner. Your perception of Swamy (if you perceive him
to be honest) will make you interested. Your degree of

extroversion will decide whether you decide to get involved
further or not.
Now. the charactertstics of a person also influence hls/her
behaviour. In response to an external force. different
individuals behave differently. These behaviours encompass
movements, verbal statements. facial expresstons. emotional
responses. and unexpressed thoughts. If Swamy's proposition
appealed to you, your consequent behavtour .would include
positive treatment of him, a happy facial expression. a clap or
a whistle. and perhaps an increased heart rate. You may offer
tea to your colleagues around or take some secrets home.
In fact. the characteristics of the person and his behaviour
are closely connected because behaviour stems from these
characteristics. Furthermore, some characteristics of a person
cannot be separated from behaviour. For example. skills exist
only when they are manifested in behaviour. and attitudes
usually e a s t only as thoughts.
Finally, behaviour leads to some result or impact on the
outside world. Some of the results are intended and some are
not. For Instance. the intended result of offering assistance to
a co- worker is to help him or her and perhaps receive
appreclation in return. Now. if you are rebuffed. the result will
be frustration. The results act as a feedback to a person. People
learn from their behaviour and from its effect. And this is the
point to which we wanted to bring your attention. Whether you
are creative or not depends more on your environment than
anything within you.
Our next chapter will highlight some of the detrimental
feedback which our system offers to the creative individuals,
in the process frustrating them.
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WHO IS STIFLING
CREATMTY?

CHOKING WEEDS
To promote creativity in a person, we need certain
conditions. Firstly, the person must be free from fear. A person
is inhibited by many different kinds of fear, such as the fear of
displeasing others, fear of rebuke, fear of punishment, fear of
failing. The environment should attempt to remove these
inhibitions which restrict a person. This has become ail the
more important In the case of students. Secondly, the person
must be free from worries. If heishe has a problem which must
be handled, it should be done head on. to find a solutfon or
seek a legitimate way out of the situation. Thirdly, he/she
should have no scope for harbouring old grudges. What has
happened is through and done. One should be encouraged to
forget it. Lastly, there should be no room for hating anything
or anybody. It is far too expensive in body energies. to say
nothfng of the drag on the generatfon forces that supply power
to the creative senses. Unfortunately the prevalent atmosphere
ts not conducive to the nurturing of such conditions. The
stifling process starts right from the school level.

THE EDUCATION
In the
of contemporary Indian homes, the parents
desire to educate t?ieir children in Engineertng or Medicine.
There is a substantial amount of parental pressure on the
children to take up courses in the school which will fetch them
an entrance !ntn these courses. Children by themselves are
unabfe to d-cide. We have come across a case wherein a parent
asked his son to appear for the Joint Entrance Examination

being conducted by the I n s . The boy appeared for the test while
he was in the eleventh class. He qualified with a good rank and
was admitted into the Mechanical Engineering department of
one of the IITs. After joining the course he found that he had
no desire to pursue an engineering course. He was constantly
tralling behind the others and was unable to make the grade.
In spite of this, he continued in the coilege UII the third year.
At that point he decided to quit the course a s he was keen on
studying English Literature. He was not qualified to take up a
degree course in Literature since he had joined the engineering
course after his 11th class course. Somehow he managed to
join a course in Journalism and later ended up wlth an
excellent career in a newspaper.
This is probably an extreme case of a marked mismatch
between the aptitude and the course pursued. There are
however, many cases in which the students reconcile to the
course in which they land up, even though they have no specific
aptitude o r liking for It a n d end u p with a mediocre
performance throughout. Obviously, courses pursued under
such incongruous situations. can in no way help In triggering
the student's Imagination, in the absence of which any notable
accomplishment. much less a creative one, is well nigh
impossible. Such system-induced round-peg-in-a-square-hole
situations deprive the academic field of any possible creative
innovations.

THE RIGIDITY
In our college curriculum, we find that there is at present
a rigid menu of courses, like Mathematics-Physics- Chemistry
or Physics-Chemistry-Zoology, etc. If a student desires to
p u r s u e a c o u r s e of h i s own choice. for example.
Mathematics-Commerce- Sociology. he will not be permitted
to do so. Our education system, a s in the case of several other
social systems. tries to fit the student in one of the preselected
slots. We must remember that all students are endowed wfth
the gift of imagination which is unique to each one of them.
For a given input. it is extremely rare that two students respond
alike. This is a rational process. When we tamper wlth the
imaginative process by man-made barriers a s in the present
instance. the combination of courses. we induce sub-optimal
performance in the student. Once a student 1s told that it is a
forbidden zone, he becomes even more curious and anxious to
explore that zone. Since his mind is preoccupied with the

thought of exploring that zone, he is unable to concentrate on
the selected course of study. This frustratlon greatly dampens
his creative performance.

REGIMENTATION
If we look at the academic environment today. we will
probably find that there is a set procesg and routine. Sessions
start during J u n eJ u l y and end in March-April. Due to varied
reasons, these days. many students may have to forego their
vacations. This is happening in most of the universities. During
the semester, most of the time, students have classes both on
theory and practicals, at the end of which they have to appear
for an examination. The system repeats itself year after year.
In the classroom, teachers have a set curriculum. a set of
textbooks and prepared notes. For examinations, we even have
question banks. The whole system, transplanted from the
industrial scenario, is so designed and operated that it does
not consider the participants of the system- including
students-as active and live elements, but a s clay, to be
prepared through a series of moulding and hardening
processes s o a s to produce a product within certain
predetermined acceptable limits. The whole process is so well
organised and predictable that a student with a high degree of
innate creativity can easily get bored and may not exhibit his
latent gifts. Such a n insensitive environment does not
contribute towards triggering the natural creative instincts
present in the students. On the other hand. it does all it can
to suppress and kill innovative and creative skills.

ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION
In the words of George Bernard Shaw. "Imagination is the
beginning of creation. You first imagine what you desire. You
then will what you imagine. and at last you create what you
will".
From this statement. it is clear that the roots of creativity
lie in the imagination. All human beings have been endowed
with a mind which has the capacity to imagine. The only
question that arises is whether all imagination can be creative
or not. In fact imagination is a double- edged weapon. It can
be both creative and destructive. It is necessary to design a

systematic rnechanlsm by which we can dlrect imagination
towards creative effort whlle suppressing the destructlve
effects. Further, we observe that there are two intermediate
stages before imagination is converted into creativity, namely
desire and will. Major variations are noticed in the intenslty of
desire and the will power possessed by different persons. These
variations are the primary causes of differences in creative
ability in different individuals in society. What one does with
the creative ability is entirely a personal matter, but for those
who desire to enhance their innate creative ability. the
procedures can certainly be mastered.
Let u s examine the classroom scenario, to see whether the
process is conducive for activating the 'trigger'. A major portion
of any theoretical course is based on the 'lecture' prepared and
delivered by the lecturer. In general, there is practically no
room for discussion. Barring exceptional cases. students rarely
seek clarfflcations from the teachers in the classroom. mostly
due to shyness and fear. Neither do the teachers encourage the
s t u d e n t s to participate, which alone c a n provide a n
opportunity for a healthy discussion on the topic. Thus it can
be seen that the method provides a single viewpoint on the
subject to the students. He takes this input, and tries to
memorize and reproduce it in the examination. A few students
attempt to provide a different viewpoint while answering any
question of the teacher. The teachers usually.instead of trying
to assess the answer in a n unbiased manner. treat the answer
a s incorrect, since it is not in conformity with the standard
solution. Some recent examples in this regard may be
informative.

LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION
In a n examination in Physics, the students were asked to
state the Lorentz transformations. The actual Lorentz
transformations are a s given in any standard textbook of
Physics such a s University Physics by Sears, Zemansky,
Young, Chapter 43, Page 830. Length Contraction and time are
discussed. However the above mentioned consequences were
taken a s the Lorentz transformations and the actual ones
marked wrong. When this error was pointed out. the examiner
chose to ignore it on the plea that those standard books were
not followed in their schools.

The relatlve speed of two photons, each moving wlth a
velocity c in opposite directions. is given according to
relativistlc transformation of velocities by c (Reference Sears
and Zemansky. Chapter 43. Page 831.) However. the classical
theory predicts ft to be 2c. which follows from intuition. The
same questions appeared in a n examination and students who
gave the correct answer [relativistic, i.e.. c)were marked wrong.
The logic was that students were not expected to know
relativistic implication.

FREE EXPANSION
In many Indian textbooks on thermodynamics (e.g., Heat
and Thermodynamics, Brij Lal and SubramanYarn)and In the
university examinations, one is asked to calculate the fall in
temperature during a free expansion. Use is erroneously made
of the equation of state which Is valld only for quast-static
processes. In fact, it has been clearly stated in the textbook by
Zemansky and Dlttman (Heat and Thermodynamics, Page
1131, that it is entirely fallacious to use such equations. A
quasi-static process is, by definition, a process canled out
slowly, while a free expansion is just the opposite. Students
giving correct solutions are penallsed, desplte referring to
authoritative texts.

Recently, we came across a case in which, for a problem in
calculus, one student was of the view that solution through
variational calculus was a better and more comprehensive one.
The teacher. who was more familiar wlth the conventional
student. who in turn was familiar with the conventional
calculus technique, did not agree with the student. The reason
adduced by the student is that, almost all physical processes
obey the Variational Principle. It is a more generalized concept
than that of maxima or minima, which is limited to flnding
extremum of functions, In other words, it is merely restricted
to finding the points on a given e w e , in an intewal durlng
which it attains its maximum or minimum value. In general,
one has only the initial and final conditions and has to find the
curve for which a given lnathematical quantity, called a

function, attains its maximum value. It is precisely such
problems that the variational principle seeks to solve. An
example of its power 1s the Ferrnat's prfncfple. What it stales
is that. in going from one point to another. light takes that path
for which the time taken I s the least [or In some cases the
largest]. An elementary application of thfs taw Ieads to the laws
of reflection and refraction. which shows how these seemingly
diverse optical phenomenori reaiiy the same. Several examples
are available In Reiativity, Elecuomagnetism and Quantum
Mechanics IQM). However, the teacher asserted that
Mechanics is Mechanics and General Relativity is Ceneral
Relativity and the two can never meet. Thls fncidentally. I s very
much against the philosophy of the Grand Unification Theory
(CUT).This only shows reststance of most people to new ideas.
Ideas that may have been bold and innovative in the past
are almost commonplace now. For example. Special Relativity
was discovered fn 1905and I s now understood even by school
children. The same is the case with the Bohr's model of atom,
put forward In the year 1913.Similarly, there is no reason why
a subject like Ceneral Relativity should not be taught a t the
graduation level, a s is, in fact offered to wtlling undergraduates
abroad. Likewlse. the Schrodfnger formulation of Quantum
Mechanics is really outdated now. There are excellent ways of
introducing the central features of QM more directly, using the
Dirac notation. A beautiful example of this approach is In
Feynman's Lectures on Physics, Vol Ill. The mode of
presentation, course topics and emphasis should necessarily
change with time to reflect newer ideas.

EXAMINATION-ORIENTEDEVALUATION
One of the greatest inhibitors of creatfvity is the evaiuatfon
system followed by our universttfes. Examination patterns
designed by educators years ago are still blindly adhered to.
The patterns of examination and the types of questions are all
predictable and there is no scope for any variation. Further, it
has been noticed that students who are normalfy good In
memortzfng the lessons have a definite edge over the thinkers
who can provide lnnovative answers. Thls system I s based on
the theory of 'law of Effect' whlch states that one tends to
repeat behaviour which brings rewards, and not to repeat
behaviour which is without reward or brings punishment. In
an ideal situation. the evaluation process should be able to
determfnc whether the training programme brings new forces

to amend the old field of forces and establish a new behaviour
in the student or not.

AMBIENT CONDITIONS
Whatever we have sald so far in the context of education
applies equally to our work situation. The reasons we chose to
look at the problem from an educational viewpoint is because
all of u s have undergone this phase and many of our children
are facing these problems today. Now, coming back to our work
situation, where teacher-student roles are very vague and
dynamic in nature; where there is always an examination in
progress; and where there is hardly a preparatory period or in
between pause to evolve contlngencles,what is the best way to
prevent stifling of creativity in this scenario?
There are certain things which one learns after coming out
of school. The conflicts posed by the education system take a
different form, but remain to be resolved nevertheless.
Competition in getting a good grade or a seat in a particular
branch becomes competition for limited resources available in
any work situation. Dependence on parents becomes
interdependence in the working group. One has to play
conflict-prone roles, sometimes by chance, sometimes by
circumstances. Then, there are differences in personal
characteristics-boss-subordinate chemistry problems; job
discrimination, harassment on the basis of caste, religion, sex;
and so on and so forth.

OUT OF SCHOOL
These conflicts are perhaps the strongest of all the
emotional drives in a work situation. When appr~prtate~often
a conflict. like stress, can benefit individuals and the
organisation. Too much conflict, however, can be detrimental
or even dysfunctional. Now, where do we draw the boundary
llne? Whether or not the conflict leads to positive outcomes for
the individual or the organisation, depends.to a large extent.
upon how well it is resolved or managed. For instance, properly
managed conflict can become a creative force. How do we do
that?
Look at the flgure where we have tried to depict certain
aspects of job-related conflicts. You will notice that if conflict
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is confronted and problem solving Is attempted. it may
generate more creativity and more organisational resources.

We have come across many situations where talent and
abilities emerged In response to conflict. There have been cases
when conflicts led to innovation and change. As an aftermath
to conflict, several times, managers learned useful methods of
resolving and preventing conflicts.
A creative supervisor derives diagnostic information about
problem areas from the organisation. Once, we had a prolonged
conflict between the quality assurance and engineering
departments over leak prevention in a high pressure gas bottle.
A creative study of the situation indicated that on the one hand.
some of the fabrication processes were using inferior methods
and on the other, some of the quality checks were unrealistic.
Both were adjusted.

One of our supervisor friends has developed creative
methods to channel the otherwise destructive impulses of his
subordinates. He somehow makes his aggressive subordinates
argue about work procedures and often succeeds in satisfying
their impulse of entering into physical combat.
In fact. it is important to understand these powerful
impulses which drive individuals one way or the other. What
makes an individual act in a particular way? Can one check
one's destructive impulses and divert this energy into create
something constructive? The answer is yes, one can do it. And
there are more ways than one to do it. In fact. we know three
persons who have done it in three different ways. Now, how
they have done it is the story we are talking about right from
the beginning of this book. But before we settle down to the
story, let u s look more closely into this impulse phenomena.
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PEOPLE 1E.LlbYE
TO WORK. WlTH
THE ENERGY SYSTEM
What are we. after all? In the scientific sense, our body is
an energy system. Our energy comes from the food we eat and
the air we breathe through very complicated but well defined
btochemical processes. Then, there are some glands Inside u s
which play a n important part in determining the vigour with
which this energy is released and the direction which it takes.
Thyroid and adrenal are two such noteworthy glands. The
thyroid gland acts like an accelerator and keeps the individual
running at high speed or low speed. If it spurs him on to run
faster than the energy he is getting from his food, he draws the
energy needed from other reserves, like fat and a s a result.
becomes weak and lean. On the other hand if it slows him down
so much that he takes in more food than he can use he puts
on weight and become sluggish.

If we compare the thyroid to an engine accelerator, we may
say that the adrenal glands, which are found attached to the
kidneys are like rocket fuses. When we need an extra push,
the adrenal gland release a sudden huge supply of energy. This
happens usually when we have to fight or run. They also steel
u s for action when we are angry or afraid.
Now, just recall those moments when you are angry but
can't express your anger: when you are afraid without being
abie to do anything about it. So what are you going to do with
tflis extra energy generated in your system? Something has to
happen to this energy. Since you have blocked the normal path
of its expression b y not shouting, crying or weeping).it is going
to exert itself on Lhe muscles of the heart or the inner organs,
causing a set ofdlsagreeable pains and sensations. In any case,

the extra energy does not simply vanish: if it is not used u p at
the time of its generation by flghting or runnlng away. or by
palpitation of the heart or contractions of the other tnterna1
organs. it is stored up until it finds a chance to express ltseff
dlrectly or indirectly.

TEN-RUPEE SLAP
Bimal Blswas is the executlve engineer in a large irrigation
project of the state government. He is working on a project in
the constituency ofthe Chief Minister. The leader has promised
the completion of this project before the elections. scheduled
to take place in a couple of months. But the project schedules
are slipping in a rather uncontrolled manner. Blswas is a
plump, fidgety and somewhat irritable viscerotonic. Due to
political pressure, everyone is working at top speed. the staff
is continually changing, and mistakes, sometimes serious
ones. are frequently made. The days have become a continual
series of annoyance to Bimal Blswas, but he always tries to
control hlmself a t offlce. He has no choice efther because of the
political angle of the situation.
One evening, upon coming home from the site. Biswas
seemed peaceful enough until his three-year old boy did
something trivial to irritate him whereupon Biswas suddenly
gave him a terrible slap on the face. Blswas felt that he was
justified, but Mrs. Biswas felt that he had gone too far. She
took the boy in her arms and soothed htm. The cause of Biswas
burst of anger was that the child had torn a rupee note into
pieces. Biswas now feel sorry for what he had done.
Now, you see the situation. The boy had only torn a rupee
note. but instead of slapping him for a rupee's worth. the
intensity of Biswas' slap was worth ten rupees. The point to
ponder Is. 'Where did- the other nine rupees' worth of
annoyance come from?' Had not Biswas brought it home from
the project site? His feelings had been charged a t the site. and
merely discharged at home.
This little example shows how the storage of energy and its
manner of release are all-important in keeping the body
running smoothly. Blswas' blood pressure doesn't come down
after a restful evening or nfght or weekend any more. He
becomes easily irritated and is only looking for excuses to
release his pent-up frustration.

Now that we have seen how glands regulate energy
generated by food it i s the time to turn to the mind, which. in
the ultimate analysis. determines the exact purpose for which
the energy is used.

rn ENERGY
It may smnd absurd in the beginning, but a good deal of
mind energy 1s used in doing nothing. A better way to put it
would be to say that most of the mind ener@ is used in keeping
one away from doing things. One of the main functions of the
brain is to keep the individual's activities toned down, and
prevent the rest of the nervous system from running wild. Look
at the mad dog running aimlessly on a hot afternoon, or feel
the force of a drunkard's push. Visit a mental hospital and see
some lunatics. Keeping a firm grip on the lower nervous system
requires energy. just a s keeping in hand a team of restless
horses does.

Similarly, mental energy is also required to sort certaln
Ideas and feelings in order for the mind to remain tidy. If all
kinds af ideas and impressions were allowed to run together
withou: hindrance, the human mind would be a s disorderly a s
a chaotic city crossing without traffic Itghts.
The presence of thL parting energy can be felt when
ordinarily separated ideas or feelings are allowed to come
together. a s in jokes. The energy formerly used to keep them
apart is released in an explosion of laughter. Look et the
fcrllowlng example:
A grocer , a banker and a politician got lost in woods on a
rainy evening. Eventually they came to a farmereshouse and
asked if be could put them up overnight.
WeH you are welcome,' the farmer said. 'But there is a small
problem: I have got mom in the house br only two persons.
Qne of you wili have to sleep in the barn with the mtmals. and
?Liesmell is awful uubthere'

They Omw a iottery and the banker went to sleep in the
barn.

half z.n hour later a knock was heard on the farmhouse
door, and there s z d the banker gasping. 'I can't take the
smell.'

' 4 1 rght,' sald the grocer. 'I shall sleep in the barn.' And off
he went. The politician pretended to be fast asleep.

In a while there was another knock on the door. '1 have put
up with some rank odours from spoiled food.' the grocer
complained. 'but that barn tops them all.'
You two are acting clever.' lamented the politician. 'I shall
sleep in the barn.'
Thirty minutes later came ansther knock. '%%en they
opened the door, there stood all the animals from the barn,
The hatred towards c o m p t but powerful po1bt;cdans stored
In the mind I s spontaneously reieased In laugkrrer. Isn't that
so?
Where does all this energy system pera ate in our bodies? Of
course, in the brain.

'BRAIN' ST0
We all know that the brain I s something very important; that
its development defines the superiority of a creature. We also
know that it is a very complex bio- material which is enclosed
in the top part of the skull. It is split way down the middle and
is about the size of a large coconut. The spinal cord is shaped
like a thin cane with a knob on tap of it. The brain surraunds
this knob and is connected with it by thousands and
thousands of little nerve cords.
Functionally. the brain can be visualised in two ways !t: can
be compared to a telephone exchange [although nc; to9
accurately) and also regarded a s a battery which stores meqg-y
When we look a t it with the perception of a telephone exchange,
it makes connections between ideas, and between the things
that happen and what we do about them (of course, there are
more possible connections in one brain than there would be in
a world switchboard if every living human being had a
telephone. In addition, one part of the brain seems to be able
to substitute for another t r an emergency with more ease than
would be possible with any Man-made switchboard].
When regarded a s a battery it stores mental energy.
Generally, animals are unable to store the impulse t" move
their limbs when they are simulated. In the case of human

beings. the ability to store mental energy is highly developed.
Normal adults can store their feelings until it is more
convenient to express them at some later time, instead of fIying
into frequent rages without restraint. Human beings can store
memories, and recall them later; they can store the desire to
move their limbs in response to stimuli (remember when your
doctor gave you an inJection).
One of the most important things in family and social
behavlour. and the relationships between human beings. I s the
ability to store energy without distress when the individual's
judgement tells him that it is advisable to wait before acting.
If this supposition is correct, it is the brain which stores the
energy released by the glands and other sources until the
proper moment andves, and in this way the storage capacity of
the brain would play a part in preventing people from doing
foolish things just because their tensions encouraged them to
to. We may even imagine the brain In everyday life being
charged and discharged like a living storage battery. as
illustrated in the incident of the Ten Rupee Slap.
Here you may notice the difference between knowledge and
feeling. Both are mental energies. Yet they are different. Both
are stored but the two kinds of storage are different. A man's
ability to store knowledge has nothing to do directly with his
ability to store feelings. That is why so many 'intelligent' people
make such fools of themselves in their relationships with
others, and is also partly the reason why being slow in
understanding does not prevent a person from getting along
with others. As noted psychiatrist Eric Berne put it. 'We admire
people for their intelligence, but we like them for the way they
handle their feelings.'
So let u s identify brain a s the organ of learning and waiting.
Let u s suppose that it stores memory images and feelings; and
deals with the connections between ideas, and what goes on
outside ourselves and what we do about it. This will form the
basis of our further discussions on creativity.

PEOPLE ACT THE WAY THEY DO
A person acts and feels. not according to what things are
really like, but according to his mental image of what they are
like. Everyone has images of himself, the world, and those

around him, and behaves a s though those images. rather than
the objects they represent, were the 'truth', the 'reality'.
Some images have the same pattern in almost every normal
individual. The mother is virtuous and kind, the father stern
but just, the body strong and whole.
If there is a reason to think anything to the contrary, deep
down in our minds we hate to believe it. All of u s like to continue
to hold on to these universal images, regardless ofwhether they
correspond to what is really there. If we are forced to change
them. we become sad and anxious and even physically ill.
Many such mental images guide our behaviour. They are
charged with feellngs. When we say we love someone, we mean
that the image of the person in our mind is highly charged with
constructive, affectionate, and generous feelings. When we say
we hate some one, we mean that that person's image is charged
with destructive and hostile feelings. What the person is
actually like does not come into the picture, except indirectly.
Though we like to cling to our images and are loath to alter
them, over a period of time we do have a tendency to make
them more romantic than a vanished reality. Old people think
of the dubious past a s 'the good old days'. Some long for home
when they are away from it and are often disappointed with it
when they return. Most people are glad to see old friends and
old enemies after an interval. Since, during the intervening
perlod, they have softened the negative elements and
emphasised the good in these people.
Though the individual himself may change his preconceived
images gradually a s time passes, he does not like to have others
try to change them for him before he is ready. That is why
people shout and become anxious during a n argument. The
better the logic of the opponents, the more anxious they make
the individual to protect the safety of his cherished images. and
the louder he shouts to defend them. The more anxious his
opponents make him the more he dislikes them. We all have
a n 'understandable but unreasonable' tendency to dislike
people who 'beat us' in a n argument. We subconsciously
behave like the kings of yore who executed the messenger
bringing bad news. Successful employees are tactful in
undertaking the pleasant or unpleasant task of bringing a
superior, a friend, or a n elder subordinate face to face with the
fact that their images do not correspond to reality.

Our ability to change our images to correspond to a new
reality is the crux of our creativity. Most people are capable of
changing only some Images. Take. for example. a religious
person- he may be willing and able to adjust to any change but
a change in his religious outlook. A good business executive
may be able to change his image of a business situation in a
few minutes on the basis of new information brought from the
market but is unable to change h L image of how his children
should be raised on the basis of feedback received from the
school where they are studying. A poor businessman may not
be able to change his image of a business situation a s rapidly
a s the market changes, but be able to change his image of his
wife from time to time a s she changes in reality, so that his
marriage is a continued happy success. It may be judged from
this that to be a creative individual (or. for that matter. to be
successful in any fleld). flexibility is often a more important
factor than intelligence.
Images are made of stuffs of different flexibility. Some
people have brittle images, which stand up against the assaults
of reality with no change up to a certain point, and then
suddenly crack wide open, causing great anxiety to the
Individual. These are the rigid personallties. Others have waxlike images. which melt before the eloquent words of a
salesman or critic. These are the easily impressionable people.
A creative person is one whose images correspond most closely
to reality. because then his actions will lead to the results
which he imagines. Here we would like to differentiate between
scientific creativity and artistic creativity.

ARTISTIC CREATMTY
The artistic creativity lies in the sensitivity of the person to
feel the mental images of other persons. Successful artists
create their works by describing their mental images which
often correspond to what a lot of people would like theirs to be.
All poets, artists and writers do that. But things are different
in the fleld of science. The whole tralning of scientists is a
meticulous attempt to make their images correspond with
reality. Their absolute accordance with reality is the sine quo
non of their success. A surgeon whose mental image of the
appendlx Is different from the reality in any respect would not
be a good surgeon. ScientIRc creatlvity is an exercise in imagesharpening. A man who buys a lottery ticket in his anxiety to
make the world match his images cannot be a creative

scientist. A creative person in the field of science is one who
either helps to find out what the world is really like, or else tries
to change the world to match his image. In both cases he tries
to bring images and reality closer together by changing either
the one or the other.
We have no intention of playing down the importance or
mlntmhing the greatness of artistic creativity. What we are
doing is to bring out the difference of approach. In artistic
creativity the emphasis in observation lies on emotion. Now.
on the simplest and most general level, the emotive potentials
of the sense - modalities - sight, sound. odour. touch which
differ widely with different people. So, art is widely subjective.
In art 'light is heard a s music. music seen a s light'. The
'warmness' of colour, the 'sweetness' of a voice. the 'sharpness'
of Iight. and the 'blindness' of hands mean different things to
different persons.

-

If we arrange the creative activities in the field of art and
science on the scales of their verifiability and their emotional
diversity we still get an interesting spectrum. A painting can
produce wide ranging emotional responses among its
onlookers. It is highly subjective. Chemistry. on the other
hand, can be verifled to the last fact. It is highly objective. In
between these two branches of creative activities we have
biology. psychology. history. music and so forth.

There are some great minds who can observe verifiable facts
even in the highly subjective realities. Look at the following
observations of Leonardo da Vinci about proportions of the
human figure:
'From the chin to nostrils is a third part of face'.
'And the same from nostrils to the eyebrows, and from the
eyebrows to the starting of hair'.
'Ifyou set your legs so far apart a s to take a fourteenth part
from your height, and you open and raise your arms until you
touch the line of the crown of the head with your middle fingers.
you must know that the centre of the circle formed by the
extremes of the outstretched limbs will be the navel. and the
space between the legs will form an equivalent triangle'.
The span of man's outstretched arms is equal to his height'.

Why don't all people see such simple things?
Our life will be much more worth living if we just learn
automatically from experience and form images to match what
actually happens to us. But is it so easy to become like an
adding machine, which forms absolutely correct and rigid
conclusions from the keys which are punched by the outside
world? No, it is almost impossible, and in fact not desirable
either. All of us have a very strong inner-spirit which gives new
and individual meaning to everything which happens to us, so
that the same event is experienced differently by every person,
and each one forms his view of what happened to suit his own
emotjonal make- up. If a n adding machine does not like the
look of a 9 In a column of figures. it cannot change it to a 6 for
the sake of beauty, but a human being can. Ordinary human
beings are habituated to manipulating their experiences by
rounding off inconvenient sharp corners.
To understand creativity it is necessary to know this
phenomenon of experience - the manipulation of detail. In the
next part we will be discussing the forces within the individual
which change his way of experiencing reality and mould his
images out of their true forms.
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THE FORM

WHO CREATES
AND WHY
IMAGES OF THE MIND
The mental images that we have been talkfng about in the
e a r k chapter cannot be thrown upon a screen. nor can they
be clearly explained to ourselves, but this does not mean that
we must doubt thefr existence. No one has ever seen an atom
or electricity. but no one doubts their existence. We are not
professional psychologists and it would be beyond our
capabilities to argue about the existence of the mental images.
However, this concept does explain many otherwise illogical
concepts about human behaviouc and we shall speak now
with the assumption that dynamic mental images are as real
as electrons and gravity.
So. Hke any other real thing. a dynamic mental image has
some shape and some energy. The shape is a representation:
the energy is a charge of feeling. For example, take the mental
image of an aeroplane. Its shape is the representation of an
aeroplane In our mind in the form of memory. It means much
more than the physical shape of the aeroplane. It. in fact,
includes an idea of what it does and how it works besides its
appearance. The energy of this mental Image is a feeling - a
positive or negative charge of love or hate; of like or dislike: of
pleasure or fear.

So, the mental image of an aeroplane will be different for
the persons who have never flown in one in all their Uves. who
had a nice trip once upon a time, who had to use it in a sad
emergency borrowing money for their airfare. who use them a s
a necessity and halty. who fly them a s machines or attend to
them a s crew.

MEMORY AND FEELING
The distinction between memory and feeling is frequently
seen in social relationships. People can often remember exactly
how they feel about an individual, without being able to
remember hls name. or they may remember a name without
being able to recall what its bearer means to them.
Mr and Mrs Sharma were once planning a party. We
happened to meet them a week before the party. Suddenly,
midway through our small talk about the terrorist menace in
punjab, Mrs Sharma asked Mr Sharma. 'Shall we invite Mr
Singh. that interesting Sarda~jeefrom Patiala7'
'I remember the name well.' replied Mr Sharma. 'He is a tall
fellow wlth a tatoo on his right arm; but I can't remember what
happened during our last meeting. Well. 1 am not sure whether
I like him or not'.

It was apparent that Mr Sharma had a good memory of Mr
Singh, and remembered his shape well. including his tattooed
arm but he could not brfng up the attached emotional charge.
so he did not remember just how he felt about him.
Mrs Sharma then suggested : Shall we invite what's - his -

name,that person whom hateful M r s Belle hates?'

It was plain that she didn't remember much about the shape
of Mr What's - his - name. nor even his name, but she did
remember the strong and pleasant charge of his image; she
didn't recall who he was exactly. but did feel that she liked him.
mainly because her enemy, M r s Belle, hated him.
What this means is that a mental image can be broken up.
and the memory and feelings separated from each other. so
that the feeling remains conscious while the memory becomes
unconscious. or vice versa. In such cases, the feeling separated
from its memory 'floats' in consciousness. and may 'support
itself by becoming attached to another memory which has
something in common with its own. This helps u s account for
slips of the tongue and other mistakes which are made in
everyday life. If it is the memory which floats, it supports
another image. Mrs Sharma caught the floating memory of Mr
Singh by attaching it to the terrorist menace In Punjab. Her
floating repulsion towards tattoos found support by becoming

attached to the memory of someone repulsive to her enemy.
Mrs Belle.
Diiierent people have different abilities to store memory and
feelings. It Is the floating memories and feelings which lead one
to creativity. Before we attempt to develop this concept further
let u s come back to the forces which act on one's mental images
and mould them out of their true forms (memory and feeling).

DISTORTED AWARENESS
Modern psychology identifies five forces which act on a n
individual's psyche and distort his/her experiences of reality.
They are the two urges and three wishes which are rooted deep
In the unconscious mind of every human being and which one
can never be completely got rid of. The two urges are the urge
to create and the urge to destroy. The three wishes are : the
immortality of one's being. the irresistibility of one's charms,
and the omnipotence of one's thoughts and feelings.
The urge to create gives rise to generous love and giving.
ardent procreation. and joyful building up. The urge to destroy
activates hostility and hate. blind anger, and the uncanny
pleasures of cruelty and decay. Feud called the tensions which
lend force to these two opposite urges as libido and mortfdcr,
respectively.
Now. since these two urges may drlve the individual to
opposite courses of conduct towards the people and thlngs
around them. they often come into conflict with one another.
Such disagreeable conflicts can be handled in several ways
which will be impossible to discuss here. Nevertheless. usually
they are dealt with by pushing one of the wishes out of
consciousness and pretending its non-existence. However, the
wish we are trying to ignore always interferes with our conduct
in spite of ourselves. So neither love nor hate is ever pure.
Nobody is completely creative or totally destructive. As It is said
colloquially. 'We bite the klnd hand that feeds u s and feed the
hateful mouth that bites us'.

In most people's lives, libido and mortido are well controlled
and hidden by each other. Many people go through life without
realising how powerful these urges are and how much they
influence motive and conduct. Going back to our analogy of
the human mind a s a n energy system. it can now be sald that

all human behaviour is an effort to restore the energy balance
disturbed by the tensions of libido and mortido.

THE MOTIVE POWER
A human being 1s one who causes things to happen, and
what he causes to happen, how. and when depends a great
deal upon his two most powerful urges. In addition, it depends
on the aggressiveness with which he expresses these urges and
the way he solves the conflict between them.

There is a difference between wishing, and trying to gratifL
wishes: between feeling love and hate and expressing these
feelings. The strength with which the individual expresses his
love or hatred for others and for himself, and tries to gratiij his
libido and mortido, may be called aggressiveness. A man with
strong feelings may fool himself and others by expressing them
weakly. and a man with weak feelings may do likewise by
expressing them forcefully.
Besides aggressiveness of expression, we should also
consider the direction of love and hate. Some people direct their
love mostly toward others, and others direct it mainly toward
themselves. The direction of various quantities may change
from time to time. Similarly, one can hate others with great
intensity. the most aggressive expression of such hatred being
murder: or one can hate oneself. the most aggressive act then
being suicide. Thus, both murder and suicide are expressions
of aggressiveness; the only difference a s far a s the mental
energy is concerned being in its direction.

ESCAPE ROUTES
So, the problem then boils down to the one which is the
same a s the problem of any energy system: namely to find the
path of least resistance for the discharge of tension. An electric
battery, which i s also an energy system. finds the path of least
resistance in a circuit instantly. within a fraction of a second.
A flooding river, which is another energy system. finds the path
of least resistance in a matter of hours. The human energy
system may take years to find such a path, and can delay such
expression indefinitely because it is able to store energy.

A man's whole life is, therefore, a problem of control over
this energy system. Then, there are some other energy systems
which are required to be handled in a proper way. There are
other people and nature. In philosophical terms. tt is called the
Reality Principle for. the more realistic a person is, the more
accurate one is in one's observations of these three things. the
more rapidly and completely will one be able to satisfy one's
Iibido and mortido with the least danger. The Reality Principle
requires a person to form clear-cut images.

Most people have fairly accurate images of some of their
surroundings. A good farmer understands the working of
nature. A successful businessman understands what people
a r e a p t to do under certain conditions. A policeman
understands the modus operandi of criminals. But only the
rare individual has a n accurate idea ofwhat his own libido and
mortido can make him do without even being recognised. It is
in this last respect that the greatest and most frequent errors
are made.

THE WAIPDEN
Fortunately, we have within u s a way of handling this threefold reality that has to be kept in such a delicate balance. The
system is called the Ego. and is supposed to work in
accordance with the Reality Principle. It is supposed to make
a accurate o b s e ~ a t i o nand judgement of the individual's inner
tensions and of the tensions of the energy systems around him,
and is then supposed to guide his behaviour accordingly to his
best advantage. It has to help him postpone his satisfaction
when advisable, and to try to arrange the world around him so
that he can best adjust to it,
To do these things, it has to have some kind of a mastery
over people and things. Thus. we may say that the Ego is the
'organ of mastery'. The energy for this function is obtained in
part from the libido and mortido. The remaining large parts of
libido and mortido are controlled by the small parts separated
in infancy a s the Ego. They desire immediate expression and
satisfaction of all wants. but the Ego counsels them to wait.
These left-out parts of the libido and mortido are called the Id
or Id instincts. They always nght back the Ego which functions
to master and control them.

The reason life I s so difficult is that the Ego is In such a
complicated situation. I t has three forces to contend with.
control, and finally find expression through, to the satisfacuon
and safety of the individual : the Id fnstlncts, the forces of
nature, and other people. All of u s are aware of the reality of
nature and other people, but not many of u s realfse Id as a
reaffty. We all try to conceal and deny our Id tnstincts and find
a11 sorts of ways of fooling our Ego.
No matter how clever a man is with other people and with
the thfngs around him, he will not be very happy unless he is
clever with his own Id a s well. In the end, it is not the ablifty
to charm the opposite sex. to control people or to make money
that leads to happiness, but the ability to make peace with
one's own mind.
As long as the Indlvfdual postpones relief of any Id tension
(on orders from Ego), the energy whlch Is tied u p to keep the
wish repressed is wasted. It is pretty hard work for the Ego to
keep a lid on the Id Instincts.

Durlng sleep, the Ego is largely out of commission. In
dreams, many unconscious influences find a freer expression.
They are no more 'arranged' by the Ego's 'experiences' of reaflty.
This is why our dreams may often seem absurd. unarranged
or even disorderly. Dreams are not bound by any of the
demands of reality : Time. Space. Gravity. Death and other
basic relationships whlch the Ego has to take into account tn
waking life. may have no effect on the content and action of
the dream. What happens in this state of additional free
energy? Does it add to creativity? To answer thls.look at this
dream Professor Friedz ich August Von Kekule of Germany saw
one afternoon i n 1865. This dream later became probably the
most important dream in the history of science. Chemistry was
never the same after this dream.
'I turned my chair to the fire and dozed'. Professor Kekule
relates. +Againthe atoms were ganrbolling before my eyes. nrfs
time, the smaller groiips kept n~odcstlyfn the background. My
mental eye, rendered more acute by repealed visions of this
kind. could now distinguish larger structures, of manifotd
conformations; long rows, sometimes more closely fitted
together: all twining and twisting in snake-like motion. But
look : What was that? One of the snakes had seized hold of its
own tall. and the form whfrled mockinpIy Sciclre my eyes. As if

by a flash of lighting, I awoke
gentlemen!'

.... Let

u s learn to dream.

The selpent biting its own tail gave Professor Kekule the
clue to a discovery which has been called 'the most brilliant
piece of prediction to be found in the whole range of Organic
Chemist j and which, in fact, is one of the corner-stones of
modern science. Put in a somewhat simplified manner, it
consisted of the revolutionary proposal that the molecules of
certain important organic compounds are not open structures
hut closed chains or rings - like the snake swallowing its own
tail.
T h i s creative interplay of t h e conscious a n d t h e
subconscious has been observed by several great minds. Lenin
said:' 'If you think of Revolution, dream of Revolution, sleep
wlth Revolution for thirty years. you are bound to achfeve a
Revolution one day'. Bernard Shaw called it 'Ninety percent
perspiration, ten percent inspiration'. Picasso said: 'I do not
seek-l find'.

WISH FULFILMENT
The great difference between the Id and the Ego is that while
the Id can only wish, the Ego alone can learn and arrange. Your
Id may say: '1 want to have a wife and some children!' Your Ego
ncw has to arrange your life for the next few years so that the
the wish of your Id will be gratified. Your Id may wish for n
promotion but your Ego has to set rfght your chemistry with
the boss. The Ego handles the environment in two ways: by
arranging and by learning. If the Ego doesn't have a watchful
eye, the Id compels the individual to repeat the same simple.
childish mistakes over and over again. As the individual grows,
the Ego becomes more efficient in accomplbhlng its three tasks
: relieving libido tensions. relieving mortido tensions, and
reducfng the threat of the outside world. Creativity lies In
learning new methods ofgratilying libido arid mortido, issuing
new m ~ n l a lfaculties a s control of them 1s learned. and
abandoning prcvlous infantll~ways.
The rnost lnlportant thing for a creallve person is to fight
the compulsion to repeat over and over again, the old and now
less efficient and even dangerous methods of atte~npliirgto
gnrn srttisfrlc tiori.

Creativity can be visualised a s a process of adjustment to
new material and ctrcumstances. This adjustment always
involves a phase of aggression and destruction. Until one
approaches something, lays hold of it, and alters ft, a new
configuration cannot come into being. Both the old achieved
habit of contacting other energy systems and the previous state
of these systems must be destroyed in the interest of the new
contact. Such destruction of the status quo often arouse fear.
interruption, and anxiety. but the process is accompanied by
the security of a new invention. The disturbing energy nows
into the new figure. Without this energy. achieved satisfaction
soon becomes a matter of the past and remains unfelt.

Now, we finaliy come to our story of three creative
employees. These three persons are Birbal Bhatt. Manak Mitra
and Bhawana Biswas. We shall try to show. through these
three characters, that all patterns of creative activity are
tri-valent. The information provided in the preceedingchapters
may appear a basketful of wild generalizations, but it is meant
to prepare a background for our enquiry into the patterns of
creative processes. Depending on the way a human being
manages himself and makes contact with his surroundings, at
least three distinct patterns emerge out. We have shaped the
three characters in such a way that each one represents a
particular pattern. Each one responds to the external world in
his/her o u n way. The internal dyr:amics of Ego and Id. libido
and mortido and the intensity of the three persons form mental
images in three different ways and store memortes and feelings
in three different proposftlons. The common denominator of all
three is, however. their creativity. AN three are capable of
disoowrfng hidden similarities. All three are adept a t adjusting
to novel realities.
Let u s meet Birbal Bhatt first.
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THE CHEERFUL
EMPLOYEE STORY
HUMOUR
We will start our inquiry into the patterns of creativity with
the stoxy of Birbal Bhatt who is. above everything else. a
cheerful person. In this story, we will attempt an analysis of
:he humour, because It is the only domain of creativity where
a complex pattern of intellectual stimulation elicits a sharply
defined and clearly apparent response in the nature of a
~;hysiologicaireflex of laughter. All men. scientists or artists,
:nay be wise in very different modes but they all laugh in the
same way.
How do we start? The difficulty lies evidently in the
enormous range of laughter-producing situatfons-from
physical tfcklfng to mental titillation of the most varied kinds.
Through this story of Bfrbal Bhatt, we shall try to show that
there is unity ln variety, that the common denominator is of a
specific and specifiable pattern, which is of central importance
not only in humour but in all domains of creative activity. The
bacillus of the laughter is a bit diMcult to isolate, but once
brought under the microscope. it will turn out to be a
widespread. commonplace, yeast llke universal ferment.
rtqually useful in making wine. vinegar, a n idli or a cake.

Who I s Btrbal Rhatt? [!ow old is he? Is he married or single?
What is his status? How much does he earn? What degree has
he obtained? W%at type oiwork does he do? Is it a white-collar
occupailor~v: a blue-co!iar one? Well, we can answer all these
ll
from doing so. We do not want to
ques:tons but v ~ ~refrain

bring any sort of subjective bias into what we are going to
discuss regarding Birbal Bhatt. or for that matter, regarding
two other employees. Manak Mitra and Bhawana Biswas.
Nevertheless, their respective personalities will progressively
emerge in the course of the narration that will follow.
Afterwards, you may ftnd them so familiar to you that you won't
like asking anything about any one of these employees. But
that wili be at a later stage right rtow it is Birbal Bhatt's world
we are going to talk about.
The other day, a doctor friend of Bhatt's pulled him to his
hospital on a weekend. This was perhaps the only way his
friend could spend some time with Bhatt. Both friends talked
their hearts out, sharing their experiences in their respective
fields. By evening. Bhatt had enough exposure to medical
science-something h e always avoided o u t of some
unconscious fear. ARer dinner, the doctor friend offered to drop
Bhatt back.
Driving along, they heard a temble rattle. The doctor
applied the brakes. Bhatt got out and waIked to the rear of the
car. The muffler and tailpipe were dragging. 'What is it?' H i s
friend hollered. Bhatt's face was grave. and he shook hfs head
as he said. 'Its whole alimentary canal has fallen off.
Another day, after seeing a commercial on television, about
a rodent poison being safe for other pets but more effective
than anything else a t killing mice, Bhatt wrote to Doordarshan
to ascertain from the sponsor of the commercial if cats had
been included in the research.
Then, the other day in the departmental get-together,while
talking to his hundred kg plus supervisor, Bhatt was consoling
him for being unsuccessful in his dieting attempts,' Why do
you think ofyour extra weight a s fat; think of it as insulation I'
And then, on yet another day. Bhatt brought a monkey to
the mess and ordered a drink for himself and his pet. You can't
bring a monkey into the mess!' screeched the outraged
bartender.
'Just a minute', sgid Bhatt. This monkey is my frlend.
Besides, he can play any mustcal instrument in the house.'
The bartender got hooked and wagered two drinks that the
monkey couldn't do it. Bhatt accepted. and a flute was placed
in front of the eager animal. To the surprise of all, the monkey

picked it up and played it with fervour. That's two drinks you
owe us.' Bhatt said.
Next, a mouth organ was brought in, and the monkey began
playing 'Mere Sapno Ki Rant. That'll be two more drinks over
here. please.' said Bhatt.
The bartender was getting tired of giving away free drinks.
Then he remembered an old set of bagpipes stored in the
backroom. He went to get them and tossed them on the
counter. Quick a s a flash. the monkey grabbed the bagpipes,
and began hugging and kissing them. 'look Misterl' said the
bartender. '1 knew he couldn't play those'.
'Not so fast. Bhaiya'. replled Bhatt. 'As soon a s he finds out
that he can't marry it. he'll play itl'
All of you, we are sure. laughed while reading these four
anecdotes concerning Bhatt. What made you laugh? You don't
know Bhatt. He is only a name to you. You don't know his
doctor friend or his boss with a pot belly either. You regularly
watch Mahabharat but never came across the Rodent Ad. And
the monkey episode is absolutely unbelievable. And still you
laughed. At least fifteen of your facial muscles contracted in a
coordinated fashion four times. Where from did this gust of
energy come? In fact, the narrative acted a s a channel directing
the flow of some of your emottons. Then, all four times, the
channel is punctured and the emotion gushes out like a liquid
through a burst pipe. The tension is suddenly relieved and
finds a creative expression in laughter. Now. how is this
channel punctured? What causes the pipe to burst? The
answer will lead us to a very important phenomenon of creative
thinking.

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Every situation. every incident, every event in the world is
observed from a certain frame of reference. These reference
frames are formed by habit. And who forms habits? The
environment we live in. and our ego. Now, there can be many
other frames of reference to observe the same situation.
incident, or events. Some of these frames may be incompatible
with each other. but may also be self-consistent in themselves.
Now. when any two self-consistent but mutually incompatible

logic or codes of behaviour clash in an associative context, the
tension I s exploded in laughter.
The pattern underlying all the four stories above is the
perceiving of a situation or idea in two self-consistent but
habitually fncompatible frames of reference. The alimentary
canal of a car. a cat a s a rodent controller, fat as insulation,
music and marriage: all these ideas are perfectly logical and
consistent in their own way. Yet they produce a comic effect
when brought together.

LAUGHTER, THE BEST MEDICINE
Laughter. as the cliche has It, is liberating. It results in a
sort of rellef from tenslon. Rellef from stress is always
pleasurable. regardless of whether the source of the stress was
hunger, sex. anger or anxiety. Under ordinary circumstances.
such relief is obtained by some purposeful activity which is
appropriate to the nature of the tension. But what purpose
could we attribute to laughter7 In fact, laughter is not the
purpose in Itself. Laughter Is a phenomenon of the
trigger-release type, where a mInute cause can open the tap of
surprisingly large stores of energy from various sources. And
what are these sources? Well, it could be the energy of
repressed sadism, repressed sex, repressed fear, even
repressed boredom. Some of the typical occasions for laughter
include:
A pillow fight in the dormitory.
A lady dropped her saree.

I fell on a banana peel.
A dog walked in during a lecture.

Someone passed gas.
My opponent in a bridge game bid four spades when I held
two aces and the kingjack and five of spades.
The cap of the politician flew off.
The zipper of the trousers gave way.

An eighty year old man got married to a seventy year old
lady.
A lady in Latin America gave birth to seven children, all
females.

This ought to be enough to make one realise that laughter
may be entirely mirthless and humourless. You realise, on a
critical examination of the occasions when you laughed. that
laughter serves a s a means of the disposal of aggressive
emotions which are cast off by your intellect. Laughter rings
the bell of man's departure from the rails of instinct, it signals
his rebellion against the single mindedness of his libido and
mortido. You laugh when you refuse to remain a creature of
habit. You laugh when you break off from single minded
observation and attain a multi- dimensional perspective.

THE VARIETY
Besides the explosion of repressed emotions, almost all
types of laughter contain an additional element of admiration
for the cleverness of the joke. Also, there is always a sense of
satisfaction with one's own cleverness in understanding the
joke. It is this additional element of admiration plus
self-congratulation which is the intellectual gratification
offered by the joke. This intellectual curiosity and the desire to
understand create some sort of a n exploratory drive in
individuals.
All jokes could be said to carry an A / I ratio where A stands
for the crude emotion and I for intellectual stimulation. There
are some jokes like practical jokes, the smutty story, the
lavatory humour of the farmer which may be said to contain a
large A / I ratio - or crude emotion alone, with little intellectual
content. In the higher forms of comedy, satire, and irony, the
message is couched in implicit and oblique terms, the joke
gradually assumes the character of an epigram or a riddle.
As we move from coarse humour towards the h e r variety, the
A/I ratio gradually reverses. The intellectual challenge now
dominates the picture. The task of hearing the joke changes to
'seeing the joke' and then becomes the task of 'solving the
problem'. And when we succeed, we no longer roar with laughter
as a t the clown's antics: laughter gradually shades into a n

amused. then an admiring smile reflecting the harmonic
balance of opposites, the quiet glow of intellectual stimulation.

THE HUMOURIST
Up to now we have been discussing the effects of humour
on the audience : the reader. listener. or spectator. Let u s now
turn from the reactions to humour to the creation of humour.
What are the processes which go on in the mind of the humorist
- the creator of humour, the inventor of the joke?
Humour depends primarily on its 'surprise' effect. To bring
about surprise. the humourist must have a modicum of
originality - the ability to break away from stereotyped patterns
of thought. All humourists, whether caricaturists. satirists,
writers of nonsense humour or even the ticklers, operate on
more than one plane. Whether his/her purpose is to convey a
social message. or merely to entertain. he/she must provide a
mdntal job, caused by t h e collision of incompatible
thought-matrices. Look a t the following anecdote in the form
of a n imaginary dialogue circulated during the solidarity
movement in Poland:
Tell me. Comrade. what is capitalism'? a Russian soldier
with a gun asked a school boy.
T h e exploitation of man by man.' answered the boy.
'And what is communism? asked the beaming soldier.
T h e reverse.'
You may notice the inherent cleverness of the second
answer. It pretends to be the opposite, but It comes down to
the same. only the exploiting is done by a different gang. An
innocent statement casts a new. sharp light on an old and
hoary problem. Then, take this venerable example, quoted by
Freud:
T h e Prince. travelling through his domains, noticed a man
in the cheering crowd. who bore a striking resemblance to
himself. He beckoned him over and asked:
Was your mother ever employed in my palace?
'No. Sir.' the man replied. But my father was.'

Here, two implied codes of behaviours are brought into
collision by the slmple answer of the village man - Feudal lords
were supposed to use their servant ladles sexually and It was
natural for them to have bastards. but the feudal ladles were
not supposed to sleep with their male servants and bear
bastards. The answer of the village man provided a neat Hnk
by reversing the symmetry of the situation. The mild
amusement which the story offers is partly derived from the
malicious pleasure we take in the Prince's discomflture. but
the real pleasure is coming from the fact that it Is put in the
form of a riddle of two oblique hints which the listener must
complete under his/her own steam.
A car dealer in Bangalore is showing off a new model to a
prospectfve buyer:

'You get into the car after dinner and before 4 a.m. you are
in Madras!'
The customer is indignant : 'And what am I to do in the
middle of the night in Madras?

The question is perfectly logical. but irrelevant to the
subject under discussion. which is the speed of the car. The
source of the humour here is the sudden shift of emphasis-or
displacement of attention.
'How else but through a broken heart My Lord Christ enter
in?'
Here, the well-known cIiche of the broken heart is
effortlessly shattered by drawing attention to physical
implications splitting apart and creating a gap - which are
never normally thought of. Shifting the attention to a physical
image, that the Lord lets salvation enter through the aching
gap. like a thief in the night, immediately appeals to our
stubborn common sense.

-

'THINKING ASIDE'
Coming back to our discussion on creativity and humour,
the resulting effect is achieved by a kind of 'thinking aside'. A
shift of attention to some feature of the situation or an aspect
of the problem which was previously ignored, or which is only
present on the fringe of awareness, is what is therefore required
for a creative activity. The humourist may stumble on it by

chance. Birbal Bhatt says he is often guided by some intuition
while joking, but he is unable to deflne It precisely. This.
however, gives u s a flrst intimation of the unconscious
processes intervening with the creative act. Birbal Bhatt's
achievement in releasing our repressed emotions appears a s
an exercise in pure intellectual geometry-identify two thought
planes inclined at a given angle and generate an idea curve
which intersects the two. In actual fact, however. this act in
humour, a s in the other branches of creativity, depends in
varying degrees, on assistance from the fringe-conscious or
unconscious processes.

THE CREATrVE ACT
The creative act of the humourist consisted in bringing
a b o u t a momentary fusion between two habitually
incompatible thought-matrices. Scientiflc discovery, a s we
shall presently see. can be described in very sirnllar terms- as
the permanent fusion of matrices of thought previously
believed to be incompatible. Until the seventeenth century, the
Copernican hypothesis of the earth's motion was considered
as obviously incompatible with common sense experience. It
was accordingly treated a s a huge joke by the majority of
Galilee's contemporaries. The idea of 'flying with the earth like
so many ants crawling around a balloon' was seen a s witty a t
the best. In fact, the history of science abounds with examples
of discoveries greeted with howls of laughter because they
seemed to be a marriage of Incompatibles- until the marriages
bore fruit and the laughter turned out to derive from prejudice.
The humourist, on the other hand, deliberately chooses
discordant codes of behaviour or universes of discourse to
expose his hidden incongruities in the resulttng clash. In the
words of writer Arthur Koestler. who was condemned to death
during the Spanish Civil War but rescued by the Britishers.
'Comic discovery is paradox stated- scientific discovery is
paradox resolved'. He adds, The creative act, by connecting
previously unrelated dimensions of experience, enables one to
attain a higher level of mental evolution.' Psychologist Cyrll
Burt sees creativity as 'an act of liberation-the defeat of habit
by originaljty.'
Our readers may find it interesting to know that many world
languages reflect a close relationship between discovery and
comic invention. The world 'Wit' s t e m s from 'Witan'-

understanding. The roots of this word go back to S a ~ s k r i t
"Veda' via French 'Videre'. The German Wl'itz' means both joke
and acumen, it comes from 'Wissenl- to know. 'Vidooshak' and
Yidutana' are not distant in most of the Indian languages. The
transformation of an illlterate dolt into schoiar Kalidas carries
a deep symbolic message. In our next chapter, we will elaborate
further on this aspect through the story of our second
employee-friend Manak Mitra.
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EMPLOYEE STORY'

The story of our second creative employee, Manak Mitra,
starts in fact, with Birbal Bhatt. it sounds funny, but if Birbal
Bhatt had not taken u s to the zoo, we would have missed this
story. That was a typical Sunday - waking up late, no time to
brush, a tumbler full of steaming tea and Mahabharat on
television. We went to the zoo a s a departmental picnic, with
almost all our colleagues including Bhatt. The idea was to have
a pooled lunch and a family get-together rather than any real
interest in the anlmals. After finishing lunch, the children
started playlng In small groups and the ladies settled down for
a gossip session. Many gentlemen started playing cards and a
few sat down with their Sunday crosswords. Having little
interest in ail the above activltdes, we decided to be true to the
situation and walked towards the animals with Bhatt.
According to Birbal B h a t t , Darwin w a s a
pseudo-intellectual who unnecessarily complicated the simple
and logical history of mankind. Bhatt says that 'Darwin type'
of talk is the creation of 'half minds'. According to Bhatt, our
'iiishis' Rave written 'flfty thousand' years ago that the monkey
was the father of men and the cow was their mother. Since
cows are not generally kept in zoos, he took u s towards
monkeys with an earnest feeling of gratitude towards the
revered animals.
If the concurrencelof the listener is not explicit, Bhatt
becomes restless. Not getting affirmative reinforcement to his
'theoryv of human origin, he decided to conduct a small
experiment. to prove that 'what a hundred opinions can't do In
years, one expertrnent achieves in a minute'.

He picked up a little stick (about a foot or so) from the
ground and threw it into the cage of a little monkey. The
monkey jumped a t the stick.picked it up, scraped the ground
with it, pushed the scattered banana skins lnto a heap. and
then carelessly dropped the stick.
A few minutes later. Bhatt placed a banana outside the cage
beyond the monkey's reach. The monkey grasped a t it, vainly
of course. and then began the characteristic complaint of the
monkey: he thrusted his lower lip forward a couple of inches.
gazed imporingly a t us, uttered whimpering sounds, a n d finally
flung himself on to the ground on his back. This is a gesture
most eloquent of despair, which you may observe on other
occasions a s well on. if you indulge In monkey - watching. We
were about to move on unimpressed, when suddenly the
monkey cast a t the stick, ceased his moantng..seized the stick,
stretched it out of the cage, and succeeded, though somewhat
clumsily, in drawing the banana within his arm's reach. No
time lost any more the banana was peeled almost instantly and
the monkey grinned happily a t Bhatt after gulping the fruit.
Bhatt was about to postulate his 'monkey father and cow
mother' theory when someone in the crowd exclaimed. 'What
a discovery of purposeful behaviour!' We turned around
towards t h e person, a little o u t of curiosity b u t more
appreciation of his accurate observation. He was a man in his
forties - well built, slightly bald, standing in a comfortabIe but
erect posture. He was Manak Mitra - the subject of our second
creative employee story.

We tntroduced ourselves to Mitra that afternoon and later
maintained a fine urban acquaintance with him. We regularly
meet on Second Saturdays and exchange our views on a variety
of topics of mutual interest. One such interest is the study of
creative instincts among human beings.

SUPERIOR ANIMAL!3
'Human beings are basically animals of a superior kind.
They behave no differently than most of the other animals,'
Mitra maintains. He proved his point with a logical analysis of
the monkey's behaviour that afternoon.
It is obvious that the monkey was not led to his discovery
by any process of conditioning, or trial and error. His behaviour
from the moment his eyes fell on the stick was 'unwaveringly'

purposeful. He seized the stlck, carried It without hesitation Lo
the bars, stretched it out of the cage, and placed it behind the
banana. Thls was a smooth, integrated sequence of actions,
quite different from the erratic hit-and-miss behaviour animals
are 'supposed' to exhibit. I t was a n origlnal self-taught
accomplishment.
Ri'lanak Mitra describes the process which led to this
discovery of the monkey's actions a s a synthesis of two
prevlously unconnected skflls. acquired in earller stages of life.
In the first place. the monkey had learned to get a t bananas
outside his cage by squeezing a n arm or foot through the bars:
the ensemble of variations of this simple skill constitutes what
we will call a s matrix number one. The monkey had also
acquired the habit-let u s say matrix number two-of scraping
the earth with a stick and of pushing objects with it. But in
this playful activity, the stick was never used for any utilitarian
purpose. To throw, push, or roll things about is a habit
common to a variety of young animals. The monkey's discovery
consisted in applying this playful activity a s a n 'auxiliary
matrix' to get a t the banana. The moment of truth occurred
when the monkey's glance fell on the stick while his attention
was set on the banana. At that moment, the two previously
separate matrices fused into one, and the 'stick to play with'
became a 'rake to reach with-an implement for obtaining
otherwise unobtainable objects.

Manak Mitra then Illustrated this point with the famous
story of Archimedes. Although we know that you know this
story, we feel that we must now narrate it to you in a somewhat
slmplif ed form.

A GOLD

CROWN

Kfng Hero of Syracuse was a tyrant. Archimedes was his
subordinate counsellor. Once, the king had been given a
beautiful crown made of pure gold. The king suspected that it
was adulterated with silver. Unable to either believe or disprove
the purity of the crown, Hiero asked for Archimedes' opinion.
Archimedes knew, of course, the specific weight of gold - that
is to say. its weight per volume unit (19.6 grn per cubic cm in
the modern units of weight and volume). If he could measure
the volume of the crown he would know immediately whether
it was pure gold or not; but how on earth is one to determine
the volume of a complicated ornament with all its filigree work?

Ah1 if only he could melt it down and measure the liquid gold
by the pint, or hammer it lnto a brick of honest rectangular
shape. At this stage, he must have felt like our frlend monkey.
flinging hlmself on his back and uttering whimpering sounds
because the banana was out of his grasp and the road to It
blocked. Blocked situations increase stress. In a stressed state,
one day, while getting into his bath tub, Archimedes watched
absentmindedly the familiar sight of the water level rising from
one smudge on the tub to the next a s a result of the immerslon
of his body, and it occurred to him in a flash that the volume
of water displaced was equal to the volume of the immersed
parts of his body, which therefore could simply be measured
by the pint. He had 'melted' his body down, a s it were, without
harming it, and he could do the same with the crown.

BEATEN TRACKS
Once more, a s in the case of the monkey, the matter is
childishly simple after the fact: but let us try to put ourselves
in Archimedes' place. He was in the habit of taking a daily bath,
but the experiences and ideas associated with it moved along
beaten tracks: the sensations of hot and cold, of fatigue and
relaxation (and perhaps a pretty slave girl to massage his
limbs). Neither to Archimedes, nor to anybody else before him,
had it occurred lo connect the sensuous and trivial occupation
of taking a hot bath with the scholarly pursuit of the
measurement of volume of solids. No doubt. he had observed
many times that the level of water rose whenever he got lnto
his tub; but this fact, and the distance between the two levels,
was totally irrelevant to him until it fused, a s it were, with his
problem. At that instant, Archimedes reaIised that the amount
of rise of water-level was a simple measure of the volume of his
own complicated-shaped body.
Manak Mitra now draws our attention to a different
perspective of the Archimedes' story. When one climbs into a
bath, one knows that the water-level will rise owing to its
displacement by the body, and that there must be a s much
water displaced a s there is body immersed. Moreover, one
mechanically estimates the amount of water to be let into the
bath because of this expectation. Archimedes. too, must have
known all this - but he had probably never before verbalised
this knowledge. 'Discovery often means simply the uncovering
of something which has always been there, but was hidden

from the eye by the blinkers of habit'. Birbal Bhatt says that
some Indian 'Rishi' could have saved Archimedes all this
trouble had bath- tubs been popular in our country. 'How could
one observe water displacement while taking a holy dip in
Ganga?' he wonders. Manak Mitra calls this rationalisation, a
state which numbs one's mental power.

A NEW SYNTHESIS
Manak Mitra puts the creativity phenomenon this way. 'One
has to be ready in order to create'. Mitra argues, 'Nearly all
monkeys, sooner or later, learn the use of implements. and also
certain methods of making implements. But a dog, however
skilful in carrying a stick or a basket around. wlll never learn
to use the stick to get a piece of meat placed outside its reach.
We might say that monkeys are ripe to discover the use of tools
when a favourable opportunity presents itself - such a s a stick
lying around just when needed.' Mitra emphasises. He
concludes. 'Each of the separate skills whose synthesis
constitutes the new discovery, was well established previously
and frequently exercised. In fact, what made Archimedes ready
for his discovery, was his mental sklll in manipulating abstract
concepts like volume and density. plus his acute powers of
observation of even the most trivial of facts. The more firmly
established and well exercised separate skills a n indfvidual
possesses, the higher a statistical probability exists for a
relevant discovery by him. Does it mean that there is nothing
like chance? Yes, chance does play a n important role in all acts
of creation: but a s psychologist Koestler says. The more ripe
a situation is for the discovery of a new synthesis, the less need
there is for the helping hand of chance.' Most often, a creative
person achieves a synthesis for which the time is more or less
ripe. Hero's steam engine could obviously be exploited for
industrial purposes only at a stage when the technological and
social conditions made it possible and desirable. And if it was
the steam engine in the last century. it is superconductivity in
the present times; the underlying phenomenon remains the
same. Does it mean that creative persons are 'midwives' who
assist the inevitable birth? Are the various bits and pieces of
thoughts which will go into the new synthesis. all lying around
and only waiting for the catalyzing action of an exceptional
brain to be assembled and welded? The answers to these
questions are not straightforward and need further discussion.

The great mathematician. Pythogoras, is supposed to have
discovered that musical pitch depends on the ratlo between
the length of vibrating chords. while passing in front of the local
blacksmith on his native island of Sarnos in Greece. He noticed
rods of Iron creating different sounds under the blacksmith's
hammer; and the startlng point of mathemaucal physics was
created.

Let u s not ascribe this discovery to chance and presume
that it was some obscure intuition which made m a g o r a s stop
a t the blacksmith's shop. Exactly how does this kind of
intuition work? This is the core problem of creativity.
Numerous scientists and artists have identified the creative
act as the unearthing of hidden analogies. Kelvin hit on the
idea of the mirror gdvanometer after noticing a reflection of
light on his monocle. Newton saw the moon behaving like a n
apple. Edison invented the gramophone listening to accidental
sounds of the lever of a telegraphic machine. He turned the
background 'noise' of t h e vibrating lever into stored
'information'. Great discoverfes of science and exquisite works
of art are alike explosions of hidden likeness. But where does
the hidden likeness hide, and how is it found?

HIDDEN ANALOGIES
Analogy. in logic, means a process of 'reasoning from
parallel causes'. In common parlance. it means that two
situations or events are simllar in some respects, but not in all
respects. Amitabh Bachchan is 'similar' to Sunil Gavaskar in
that both are males: he is similar to Sridevl In that both are
cine artists; and he is similar to other sons of any poet father.
Mathematics began, wrote philosopher Bertrand Russell.
'when it was discovered that a brace of pheasants and a couple
of days have something in common - the number 2.' Now. thls
'similarfty' is very simple for anybody to see, once it is noticed.
But It I s never something offered on a plate. It is not hidden in
a cupboard either. It Is, in fact. a relation established In the
mind by a process of selective emphasis on those features
which overlap on a certain respect - along one Ilimensional
gradient - while ignoring other features. J u s t try to compare
your name written in two handwritings other than yours. While
recognising the similarfty between the two. try to notice the

process of abstraction you have got Involved in. You will find it
diMcult to explain generalisation and induced charge in your
nervous system.
Thus. creativity is 'seeing an analogy where no one saw one
before'. The scientist who sets out to solve a problem, looks a t
it from various angles. The artist sees the world through the
glasses of different emotions. In the jargon of psychology. both
experiment with various thought- matrices. hoping that one
will f1. If It is a routine problem of a familiar type. he will soon
discover some aspect of it which is similar in some respect to
the other problems encountered In the past, and this allows
him to come to grips with It. If we see the problem-solving
phenomenon a s akin to bridging a gap, many times,
prefabricated bridges of already existing thought- matrices will
do the job. though it may require a certain amount of sweat
and toil to adjust them to the new terrain.
But, in original discoveries, no single pre-fabricated matrix
is adequate to bridge the gap. There may be some similarities
with past situations, but they must be more misleading than
helpful. and lead the victim into fruitless experimentation
based on the traditional 'rules of the game'. Here. the only
salvation lies in hitting on a n auxiliary matrix in a previously
unrelated fleld. The essence of such discoveries is the marriage
of previously unrelated frames of reference, whose union will
solve the previously insoluble problem, How does this happen?

TO SLEEP, PERCHANCE TO DREAM
Let u s look at the dream's tendency towards creating
unusual analogies. There is a strange type of vague and cloudy
analogy generated in the dream, which disintegrates on
awakening and cannot be put into words. How many times you
mutter or hear someone uttering. 'Scmething remanded me of
something, but I don't know what reminded me of what. and
why3This is a very common but very tentative and hasty affair.
Whtle it is true that the subconscious regions of our minds are
always pulsating with nascent analogies and hidden likenesses
in the cloudy forms of things unknown, it Is equally true that
most of these clouds never rain. They form and dissolve
' again.
Only a few intuitions reach the stage of creation.
An idea may sleep for decades In the unconscious mind then
suddenly return. Once it is returned in the form of a n intuition

it is worth while to trust it without much scepticism and act
acoordingly without further rationalisation. Intuitions. It
sometimes seems can work only when the normal rules of the
game are suspended and the unconscious match-maker'
enters into action. There is a very strong and stubborn
resistance of habit in all of u s against such 'breaches' of the
rules a n d 'illicit liaisons'.
'We are somewhat more than ourselves in sleep' says one
psychologist. It is difficult to expound the grammar of the
Sanskrit language in a normal waking state. You can speak the
metaphors of Kalidas to your beloved only in your sleep. You
lose the command over the verse a s soon a s you awake and
encounter the person. Only fragments of the subconscious
emerge to the surface in the form of disjointed memories and
the testimonies of creative minds.

UNDERGROUND GAMES
In other words, the activities of the subconscious are like
underground games of the mind which were seen to be of a
highly sophisticated, visionary and witty nature by a small
army of psychoanalysts. Freud onwards. However, its rules
could not be explained under formal logic. The dreamer
constantly creates frames of reference which are regarded a s
incompatible in the working state. He drifts effortlessly from
one thought-matrix to another, without being aware of it, of
course. He sees a range of images reflected a t a variety of
angles. He s e e s a wide landscape a s i t s images in a
pond-upside-down, intermingled.

Taking this a s the clue. the general belief that early morning
dreams are very close to reality appears to be true. During early
morning sleep, a person wanders in the borderland between
sleep and full awakening. In this state, one's matrices of
disciplirlcd thought are already operating but have not yet
sufficiently hardened to obstruct the dreamlike fluidity of
Imagination. In the words of Walter Scott, T h e half-hour
betweerr waking and rising has. all rriy life, proved propitious
to any task which was exercising my inventions.. . It was always
when 1 first tr.?ned my eyes that the desired ideas thronged
upoxl me'.

CREATIVE ANARCHY
Is a creative person an inspired dreamer? The picture which
emerges from such a personality type I s a dry, dull. diligent
bookworm or laboratory worker. Someone who lives amid
definitions, conclusions, corollarfes a n d propositions.
Someone whose awareness swings between the explicit and the
implicit. Someone whose q u e s t swings between t h e
unconscious and the conscious. Someone whose wisdom
grows through his diligence. He obsemes, perseveres and
becomes a kind of know-aI1 in his area of Interest.
But this image is contrary to the popular 'Benevolent
Magician' personality cast of a creative persun - Pythagoras
with his mathematical ears. Galileo with hls telescspe. Newton
lying under the apple tree. Franklin flying a kite on a rainy day;
Edison, Pasteur, Einstein, Freud. All of them were great
scientists, but all of them maintained the temperament of a
conquistador-their curiosity, boldness, and tenacity were
their greatest virtue. They were not great scholars, but
intensive creative people. All of them produced a sort of creative
anarchy from which emerged the new synthesis.

A MYSTIC IMMERSION
When Birbal Bhatt's monkey discovered after many
unsuccessful efforts that he could drag the banana into the
cage, his motivation was obviously to get at the banana. But
this new discovery pleased him so immensely that he kept
repeating the trick and forgot to eat the bamna. IfArchimedes
was originally motivatec! by the desire to please the king, his
Eureka cry was certainly not due to ar~ticipationof the reward.
We shall be probing into this mystic Immersion In our next
chapter where we are going to tell the story of Bhawna Biswas.
She is a solitary person-impractical, unselfish, and quixotic.
She will tell u s how the sublimation of the self-transcending
emotions transforms 'magic' into 'science'; the 'atxitract' into
'art'.
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THE EMOTIONAL
EMPLOYEE STORY
ADDICTIONS
The earlier story of the wise employee starts with a visit to
the zoo with Birbal Bhatt. This story too begins with a visitbut not to the zoo and not on a Sunday. It was a Tuesday. when
we had a get-together in Manak Mitra's house. The occasion
was the birthday of Mitra's daughter and it was a good
gathering of about fifty persons. The guests included Mitra's
colleagues, his wife's friends, who is a lecturer in the Women's
College of Basic Sciences and Humanities, and some 'outside
friendslIike us. The cake was cut a t about 8 p.m. By 8.30 p.m.
the food was served. The party went with a swing until about
9 o' clock when the television serial Hum Log came on the air
with a h a u n t i n g , trumpeted signature t u n e . Almost
everybody's attention immediately shifted to the television. We
are no great aV watchers, and watching this serial was not an
addictJon with us. We 'cornered' ourselves and watched people
watching Hum Log. And then we observed that some-one on
the other corner was watching u s watching people watching
Hum Log. She was a quiet but attractive lady in her early
thirties. Mrs Mitra had introduced her to u s when the party
began. She was Bhawana Biswas, the central character of this
story.

Why are people so crazy about this serial, we wondered. In
fact some s f opir friends call it a major sociological phenomenon
that transformed the face of Doordarshan. Perhaps they are
the enthusiasts. But this twice-a-week TV serial was
nevertheless o n e of India's most popular television
programmes. After the serfa1,when we posed this problem for
a discussion over post-dinner coffee, Bhawana offered a n
interesting answer. We shall start the story with that answer.

'Popular programmes like the marathon Star Trek, Santa
Barbara. Bold and Beautiful and many others like them-with
flxed settings and regular characters-are cunningly designed
to turn the viewer into an addict'. Hum Log, curtained and
concentrated on the rugged smug ambience of North Western
India and its lower-middle class life. It followed typical social
conflicts. problems and events thfough episode after episode
with the tenacity of a parish magazine. Its characters provided
parts that actors could sink their teeth into and digest and
assimilate. They had deeply planted the straightforwardness
of Havell Ram. the crookedness of Shyam Lal, the emotional
vulnerabfllty of Lnla Vrishbhan into the psyche of the viewers.'
These characters had devotees who Insist on believing in
their reality. When Kamya got involved with an already married
Jay. she got scores of !etters warning her of the danger. Vinod
Nagpal, the actor who played Shyarn La1 was stopped by
housewives in the market who threatened to 'gheraohhls house
if he didn't leave Lalli (Mrs Vrishbhan) alone.

ILLUSIONS
Now, all these viewers knew very well that Buniyad and
Humlog were just works of fiction and they were watching
actors. Did they nevertheless believe that the characters were
real3The answer is yes or no. m e so-called law of contradiction
in logic-that a thing I s eitherA or not A but cannot be both-is
a late acquisition in the growth of contemporary urban
cultures. An average Indian is still indifferent to it. The addicts
of Buniyd, H m Log,Junoon. S h t i etc. merely carry one
s t e p further, t h e momentary split experienced by a
sophisticated movie audience at the climax of a Hitchcock
thriller. They all live under some sort of an illusion- willingly
and consciously.
Why does one do that? And where does creativity fit into
this process? The answer requires several steps. The first is to
understand the value of an illusion. Why should I create and
live with a n illusion? One answer is to unfold myself transcending the tendencies on a no-risk plane. Through a n
illusion, you can transfer your attention from the 'Now and
IJere' to the Then and There'. This transfer of interest and
emotion to a different time and location is a n act of
self-transcendence. Once you are on a plane remote from
self-interest, you have renounced your preoccupations with

worries and desires. In an illusion, you identify yourself with
a certain character and let your suppressed emotions unfold.
Does an fflusion always perform a cathartic function? Most
of the time, the answer is yes. But if it is a tragic or a horrifying
one, it may generate fear and anger, palpitations and cold
sweat. However, in s u c h cases also, there i s always a
component of sympathy, a n irradiation of unselfish generosity
which facilitates catharsis.

EMOTIONS
Does this not sound like a n escapist theory of art? Yes, it
does, and in spite of its derogatory connotations. the answer
contains a grain of truth. Philosopher Plato defined art a s
'man-made dreams for those who are awake'. Working a t it
scientifically, anything represented in a work of art h a s to pass
through two distorting lenses-first, the artist's mind and
second his medium of expression. A reader, a spectator, a n
audience receive any art through these two lenses.
This shows u s a new dimension of human creativityemotion. H.G.Wells, the well-known writer, once observed. T h e
forceps of our minds are clumsy things which crush the truth
a little in the course of taking hold of it'. Wells was talking of
the difficult problems of putting ideas into words. When it
c o m e s t o p u t t i n g i d e a s into words, experiences i n t o
observations, thoughts into narration, natural births seldom
happen- often Caesarean deliveries take place.
Let u s look into this powerful force of emotion. As a binding
magnetic force draws together two opposite magnetic poles, a
creative emotion lives between the polarities of the agreeable
and the disagreeable. All creative activity takes place within
the domain of attractive, yet repellent sense- impressions. We
all know. by experience, that a sharp line between taste and
distaste, pleasure and displeasure cannot always be drawn.
'Life-likeness' is a matter of interpretation. dependent on the
limitations of the medium and the prejudices of vision. Most of
u s become 'snowblind' to aspects of reality which do not flt into
our rules of the game formulae, stereotypes and clicheg.
Creativity consists in the shifting of attention to aspects
previously ignored. in seeing appearances in a new light. in
discovering new relations and correspondences between motif
and medium.

Why are so many people so addicted to a particular Tit'
serial? I s it the emotional appeal of the serial? Does this TV
serial offer something for aesthetic considerations? Bhawana
talked to a number of Buniyad fans and concluded Its
popularity that was in truth, a phenomenon of snobbery. We
found this to be rather slmplistic and asked her to elaborate.

Two basic facts have to be understood to feel the power of
emotions in the act of creation. The first is to understand the
emotions that are participatory in the creative process is to
know the similarity between laughter and weeping-both are
overflow channels for the disposal of emotlons; luxury reflexes
without apparent utility. The second fact is to distinguish
between weeping and crying-it is a peculiarity of the English
language to treat them a s synonyms. Weeping has two basic
reflex-characteristics which are found in all its varieties: the
overflow of the tear glands and a specific form of breathing.
Crying, on the other hand, is the emitting of sounds signalling
distress. protest, or some other emotion. It may be combined
with. or must alternate with, weeping. Crying is a form of
communication (even if the audience is only imagined);
weeping is not. The crying sounds express lament, appeals for
sympathy. In a similar way, vocalisation of laughter-roaring,
giggling, chuckling. etc. is expressive of joy. In crying and in
!aughter, tension is exploded and the emotion is de-bunked.
In weeping, there is no disowning of emotion and the thought
and sentiment remain united to the end.
The genesis of laughter has been discussed in detail In
Chapter 5. Let u s discuss a few typical situations which may
cause the shedding of tears. We weep when our awareness
becomes de-persondfsed and expands Into 'the oceanic feellng
sf limitless extension and oneness with the universe
(Raptness)'. We weep when we have an experience of 'belonging
to', 'belonging together'. of a communion which transcends the
boundaries of self. We weep when we identify with the sorrow
of another person by an act of projection, introduction, or
empathy [Sympathy).This other person could be a heroine on
the screen or in the pages of a novel. And, we often weep in
self-pity-in 'Impotent. rage'. When we weep alone, our true
character surfaces, our helplessness in our surrender to an
emotion which, by its nature, can find no other outlet. Could
creativity provide an outlet? Rather than flowing out in the

form of tears, the emotion can be surely transformed out in the
form of tears, the emotion can be surely transformed into a
poem, a song, a painting, an idea.
Life strives on conflict. The nature of the conflict may be
explicit or implied in relationships; but an element of it must
be present, otherwise people would be gliding through a
frictionless universe.
The conflict can be fought in the divided heart of an
individual; or between two or more persons: or between man
and his destiny. The confljct between personalitfes may be due
to a clash of ideas or temperaments, to incompatible codes of
behaviour or scales of value. But whatever its motive, a conflict
will assume the form of creativity only if the clash is between
two simultaneous and incompatible identifications. 'We make
out of our quarrels with others rhetoric, but of our quarrels
with ourselves poetry", said Yeats.
Creativity reveals paradoxes which are iatent in the mind.
It reflects both sides of the medal whereas in our practical
pursuits we see only one at a time. The paradox may be
seemingly superficial, a s the sympathies of Bhishrna are
divided between Kauravas and Pandavas, two equally worthy
contestants, with the resulting desire to help both harming
both. The double complicity in the slaughter of Mahubharata
is prompted not by hate but love. and we are made to realise
that it was destiny which made them destroy each other: the
paradox is 'earthed' in the human conditfon.
Our creative self is both a murderer and a victfrn. Lard
Krfshna cures Arjuna's pacifist scruples by explaining that the
slayer and the slain are One. because both are embodiments
of the indestructible Atma: therefore 'the truly wise mourn
neither for living nor for the dead'. Shakespeare very nicely
compelled his readers to live on several planes at o n c N , e a s e r ,
Brutus, Iago, Besdemona, Anthony, Othello. The reader
projects some aspects of himself into each of them. To be both
Ceaser and Brutus in one's Imagination has a profound
creative effect.

THE ANTIDOTE
Instead of aesthetic appreciation and the falfible judgement
of cuperts. popular opinion and newspaper reviews determine

the value we set for an object. We live in a sort of confusion. In
our minds, the factors of class, popularity, and standing arc
so intimately interconnected that we find it almost impossible
to unscramble them. We go to 'houseful' movies. subscribe to
the 'largest circulated' newspaper, read 'bestsellers' and hang
a 'Hussain' in the drawing room. We call this attitude a negation
of the principle of creativity.
While going through Btrbal Bhatt's story, we have seen how
laughter is sparked off by the collision of two different thoughtmatrices. In Manak Mttra's story, we have seen how discovery
is made by the integration of two thought-matrices. Now, what
I s happening here? If we call it snobbery -the antidote of
creativlty; a wish to understand the dynamics of the
thought-matrices involved. it can best be described a s a
hotchpotch of matrices. Here the rules of one game are applied
to another. A snob uses a clock to measure welght, and a
thermometer to measure distance. If a creative mind perceives
things in a new light, the snob sees it in a borrowed light. A
snob never aims a t power. he merely wants to rub shoulders
wlth the powerful. A snob basks in the reflected glory of others.
The same things that he admires in public often bore him when
he is alone.

ROAD BLOCKS
Well, we have gone rather too deep into the woods of
snobbery. Let u s leave it a s a sort of psychological road-block
which prevents one from reaching what has atways been there.
In the evolution of the collective matrices of science, such
mental blocks existed over a number of centuries. and were
transmitted from one generation to the next. Look at the way
Newton's flrst Law of Motion came into being.
As we all know now. the central postulate of the theory was
that the moving body will Immediately revert to immobility
when it ceases to be pushed or pulled along by its mover. The
inability to perceive that a moving body tends to persist in Its
course was the psychological road-block which prevented the
emergence of a true science till the seventeenth century A.D.
Did not every soldler who threw a spear feel that his weapon
had a momentum of its own? Did not the victim of the spear.
if not the soldier, realise it? Every traveller in a coach which
came to an abrupt halt had experienced, to his sorrow, that
his motion continued after the mover's had stopped. The

experience, the bodily feel of inertial momentum is as old as
mankind- b u t it was prevented from being explicitly
acknowledged by the mental block built into the collective
matrix. The 'mover' had a11 along been identified with God.
Stones fell to earth because it was their natural home. Flames
rose upward because thelr home was in the skies. The stone
accelerated its fall because it was hunying home, like horses
h u n y to their stables. Such co'llective mental blocks keep apart
what belongs together and often lead to the segregation of a
'closed system'. In the second chapter, we started with the
question 'Who is stifling creativity' and almost immediately
attacked our education system. Here is the answer. One of the
conspicuous stumbling blocks in the evolution of Ideas, is the
conservatism of the scientific mind in its corporate aspect. The
collective matrix of science at any given time is determined by
a klnd of establishment, which includes unlversitles, learned
societies, and more recently, the editorial officesof technical
journals. Like other establishments, they are consciously or
unconsciously bent on preserving the status quo- partly
because unorthodox innovations are a threat to their authority.
but also because of the deeper fear that their laboriously
erected intellectual edifice might collapse under the impact.
Let u s go through the conversation between Howard Roark.
hero of Ayn Rand's 'Fountainhead', and the Dean of the
Stanton Institute of Technology, which takes place when the
Dean calls on Roark after he has been expelled from the
Institute on the recommendation of his teacher, who was
provoked by Roark's 'absurd' design of a Renaissance Villa in
his final project.

THE POWER
The Dean asks Roark to explain why he does not want to
design such a villa. Roark replies that he wants to be a n
architect and not an archaeologist. Even though such houses
were being erected every day by others, he will not build one.
He says with conviction that he sets his own standards and
can Bnd joy in his work only if he is allowed to do so in his own
way.
Notice the power of Roark's conviction. He 1s not chained
by popular beliefs. cliches, values--'I inherit nothing'. How
does he manage to talk like this? What is the source of his
energy? How could he talk with such a clarity? And if he could
do it. why can't we? Why do we muddle along tn our confused

and pedestrian fashion? I s the creative thinker a special kind
of man or only a man whom special training, skill. and the
acquisiuon of a personal style, have made somewhat more
competent than others? Most women can run, after a fashion:
but a P.T.Usha excels the ordinary women when it comes to
athletic running. But then, how much of'her performance is
due to instructional training, exercise, special incentives?
'Perhaps few of us, if given the chance, could match Usha, but
who knows?'wonders Bhawana. 'So too, the ordinary man. the
girl next door, might produce creatively, if favourable
conditions are available under which hidden powers and
hidden talents could be developed.' she belleves.

CREATrVE THINKING
I s t h e original thinker merely the product of the
developments preceding him. or has he some 'gift' in his
make-up which makes him different from ordinary people? We
do not know if any satisfactory answer to this interesting
question is available. Nevertheless, we have some tentative
suggestions to fill this gap in our knowledge.

What do we mean by 'creative thinking'? The notion is
ambiguous. There are clearly differences between the genius
and the average performer, e.g. Ravf Shankar and our sitarist
friend who conducts music in the BhagwaCl Jagrans. Also,
t h e r e a r e differences between d i f f e r e n t s p e c i e s of
productivity-between painting and mathematics, scfence and
poetry, music and military strategy. Many different conditions.
different skills, capacities and aptitudes, motives and needs
are involved in different kinds of creativity. Yet it ls possible
t.hat there are important similarities between the different
species and it may be that similar principles of thought and
action are involved.
What is it that makes for different degrees of excellence in
creative thinWng'? What makes Ravi Shankar greater than
other sitarists? Some unknown factors In personality'? Social
conditions? Speciflc training?
What are the cor~ditionsin which creative thinking occurs
and which seem to influence its course? Are these similar In
the different arts and sciences? What do people do when they
think creatively?

We cannot hope to answer the first two of these questions
arid It is futile to attempt to do so here. We can, however, say
something relevant in answer to the third question. We can
describe the kind of activity which goes on d u r h g some species
of creativity and the conditions which seem essential for that
activity. Enormous Literature on the psychology of thinking
deals with the answer to this question, What follows below was
a gesture on the part Bhawana Biswas in response to our
layman's demand that we be told something straightforward
about a familiar but complex psychological function!

PSYCHOLOGY OF THINKING
'It is an established fact in psychology that most actual
thinking alternates between two poles, which we may call the
Realistic and the Imaginative. The realistic involves adhering
fairly to logical and scientific criteria and being tied In our
responses to the external situation. Reason and fact dominate
our field, The imaginative pole allows our inner currents to play
with data originally provided by perception. In imaginative
activity, we experiment, fairly freely, with our data and throw
u p hypotheses. suggestions, fantasies. images, a n d
comparisons. and often strive towards unclear and barely
conceived goals.'
'In successful thinking. organisation and control- the logical
discipline of the realistic attitude is necessary. But wilder,
vaguer imaginative rowing is also needed. In fact. it has its own
contribution to make to the total activity.'
Thus there is a switching from one poIe to the other and
much intermediate 'mixing' of the two styles or attitudes in
actual thought-process. We found that this distribution, a s it
stands. is abstract and rather crude and asked Bhawana to
elaborate. She gave u s some concrete examples to explain the
concept.

HOW DO THEY THINK?
In an interesting book. The Creative Process edited bjr
Brewster Ghiseline, a number of creative thinkers discuss the
way they think when engaged in their creative activities.
Stephen Spender. the late poet, makes a distinction between
the clear, sharp intuition which is the conception of the poem

and the systematic plodding job of worklng out what the
intuition has hinted. The poet has to proceed like most of us
when engaged in intellectual work from rough draft to
formulation. liom formulation to revised version, from revlsetl
version lo a copy corrected in the light of 'second thoughts'.
Spender gets an idea a mere line, phrase. or even a single
word - which Is nlcving and impelling. This I s his star6 - the
intuitton.

-

Such a flash of Intuition appears to be active and germinal.
a s if it had to grow into a fully written poem. 'Everything is
work except inspiration,' says Spender. The detail has to be
worked out painfully and the poem presents itself a s a series
of problems to which the poet must apply his intelligence and
his techniques a s a writer. Skill in using language and
cultivating sensitlvtty is largely a matter of experience, training,
and dellberate hard work. Spender works over his material
with care and thought. Sometimes he has to draft a set of Hnes
some twenty or thirty tfmes before he is satisfled that they are
a completed version of the 'dim cloud of an idea' which has a t
last been 'condensed into words'.
Going by Spender's account, the creation of poetry involves
the disciplined application of skills and techniques to a specific
problem situation - sheer hard work. There is aIso the striking
experience of 'inspiration'; the sudden emergence of a germ of
thought which catches the writer's interest and seems to
demand completion Into a flnlshed product at the hands of the
artist. There is a n intense physical and nervous excitement
followed by the sense of release which accompanies a creative
work of thls kind.' says Bhawana.
Novelist Dorathy Canfleld asserts that her creative work
begins with a general intensifleation of emotion in which typical
everyday events become capable of moving her quite deeply. I n
such a mood, any event - an expression seen on somebady's
face, their tone of voice, a single sentence overheard In a
conversation between strangers - serves a s a centre around
which the idea for a slow develops. Once thls idea begins to
formulate, the rest is a problem to be worked out by hard
thinking. The pattern ts slmllar to that outlined by the poet,
Spender: heightened sensitivity, a germinal idea that comes,
as it were. out of the bIue, and a period of hard work between
the 'conceptfon' and the 'creation'.

Poets and novelists are not the only ones to experience this
kind of a pattern. Mathematician Henri Poincare, of Fuchsian
Function fame, once spent a restless nlght when ldeas rose in
crowds and in the morning, almost in spite of any effort on his
part, he had grasped the long eluding solution to his problem.
Mathematician Jacques Hadamard also reported the sudden
and immediate appearance of a solutlon at the very moment of
sudden awakening. Andre Marie Ampere wrote about finding
a solution by chance to a problem he had not been able to solve
directly for a very long time. Louis Pasteur also confirmed the
existence of these strange chances and they seem to be the rule
rather than the exception. However. Pasteur cautioned against
attaching any mystic significance to this phenomenon and
wrote, 'Chance only favours invention for minds which are
prepared for discoveries, by patient study and preserving
efforts.

CONDITIONS OF CREATMTY
Considering the observations of these highly creative
persons, we may set down at least three conditions for
creativity (1) First, a period of conscious work. The data are
assembled, the problem defined, and some trials are made at
solution (2) Next, the unconscious urge - the intuition to move
forward. What happens is that useful and fertile combinations
are selected and useless ones are inhibited. But how does this
take place? I s there a sub-conscious worklng out of all possible
combinatlons, resulting in the selection by the consciousness
of only those which are appropriate for the specific problem?
Or does chance decide which combinations are selected? We
do not know. But what is certain is Llat only those hypothesis
which are relevant emerge, and that there is a conscious
reaction to those which are distinctive. An appropriate
hypothesis strikes the thinker with its aesthetic properties
much a s a good work of art does. Aesthetic sensibility is the
clue to the soundness of a hypothesis (3) Finally. the
hypothesis merely gives a hint or direction to be followed - not
the complete proof. The proof has to be worked out by the
application of mathematical ingenuity. This may take time and
effort and tnvolve the solution of quite difficult problems.
s the
Summing up the three, in any creative activity there L
pattern of intuition followed by hard work and the application
of learned techniques.

Bhawana Bfswas also agrees that creative thinking in all
h u m a n beings passes through a series of steps. First a person
makes himself familiar ulth his sltuatlon and its materials.
'Then, he begins to define the problem, seeks suggestions, and
fragments of the h a 1 product appear. Now, a specific goal is
envisaged and he begins to work towards it. Finally, the results
are worked out fully. revised, altered, and compieted. In
t~:;ychologicaljargon,you may c d l these stages a s preparation,
incubatjon, Illumination, and verification, respectively.
Now, these four phases of a creative activity do not
necessarily occur in a well-defined sequence. There is
sometimes a sudden continuous movement whlch embraces
all phases In one. or else the thinker may think backwards and
forwards over the four 'phases' before suddenly winding up
wlth a flourish.

Thinking is a dynamic, intense, and highly personal activity
whlch cannot be tied down to any formula or pattern. Some
creative thinkers are systematic, orderly, thorough, and apply
their techniques with deliberate purpose; others follow Impulse
from start to flnish and give 'icsptred' performances. Some are
iike a man who dives suddenly into the depths of a n experience.
and others dig deeper and deeper, layer by iayer. towards the
heart of their experience. Far many others, there is a middle
way involving both the above styles.
What Bhawma Biswas says (and Birbal Bhatt and Manak
Mttra too, for that matter) does not really tell u s anything that
we did not know before. "Their chief merit is simply to suggest
that the ordinary man works in a style similar to that of some
great artists and sdentists In dealing wlth creative tasks.
We can now take leave of our three friends and discuss some
of the conditions which emerged from their stories and which
appear to influence creativity, We have referred to many highly
acclaimed and respected scientists and artists in the previous
chapters. Now that we know that ordinary persons too, work
In a way similar to that of these great martyrs and realise thai
every osdinaq mortal gets some satisfaction out of winning
scholarshdps and prizes, f i o m passing examfnatlons, working
out chess and crossword p u d e s and in fact from any actlvlty
whlch tests intelligence and the imagination, the next lagicd
step would be tr; investigate the conditions of creative thinklng
in our own work situations.
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THE SEARCH

A CONSCIOUS EFFORT
Creativity can be kindled. It can be influenced. Many of the
factors that have been discussed in the prevlous chapters and
identifled as facilitating or hindering creative behavfour can be
affected by a conscious effort.
Through the story of three creative employees fn the
previous chapters we have developed the concept of creativity
as a rational action. There is nothing mysterious behind one's
creativity. In fact. it is absolutely fine to think of oneself a s a
perfectly creatlve person. Nature has created each one of us a s
to be as creative as one is capable of being on this planet-make
no mistake about that.
We asked Vinayaka Murthy to throw some light on this
unexplored province of creativity . 'Creativity is trusting your
inner signals. and such trust is completely dependent on your
wlllingness to imagine--and to undertake any task from your
own uniquely individual standpoint'. Vinayaka Murthy told us.
But how do we do that? Is there any formula for creating
original works. thoughts or anything from which creative
thoughts are going to originate? We have read stories about
many great artists, scientists. writers. inventors in the earlier
chapters but what is the conclusion?
There is no formula to creativity. All great persons
mentioned in the previous chapters have without exception,
been those who. above all. not only learned how to trust their
inner signals when it came to telling them what theIr life's work
was going to be and exactly how they were going to go about

it, but also refused to allow anyone else to dlctate to them on
their o w l original thoughts arrd projects. The fountain sf
creativity, like the fountain of youth lies within.' Vinayaka
Mt~rthyreplied.
Will you guide u s about the mode in which we should
receive our inner signals 7' we asked Vinayaka Murthy.
'It is rather difficult to flnd any specific way to inculcate
awareness about one's inner self. However, there are some
typical characterlsttcs of a =on-creative person which may
work a s a check list of 'don'ts' for any enthusiast'. Vlnayaka
Murthy said.
'A non-creative person has little tolerance for creative
persons. He dislikes the people who are workfng in intrinsically
ambiguous areas, like philosophers, artlsts, soctal or political
thinkers, inventors etc. He insists on knowing precisely where
he is going in life and when, and is threatened by the
mystedous, the unknown and the unknowable. He often clings
to the security out of habit, not because it is in his best interest.
but because he may be in a state of uncertainty which is too
threatening to ensure that he comes out of the situation.'

PSEUDO-PERFECTIONISTS
'A non-creative person tends to think of himself a s a
perfectlonlst. But this is true only in the trlvlal sense that he
has to have things done only his way, and not in the greater
sense that he is helping create a better way for everybody to
live.'

Those who are high on the intolerance of ambiguity scale
often must plan out every thing, including holidays and
budgets down to the last rupee . Any 'disturbance' in their
schedule and setting creates internal havoc which could result
in ulcer- breeding if it is not resolved.'
"other
characteris'tic of a non-creative person is his
compulsion to divide everything and everyone into mutually
exclusive groups - good/bad, right/wrong, friend/enemy and
'let it go at that', without taking into account the subtleties,
qualifications or even downright mistakes that may be
involved.

-

This type of thinking is termed a s dichotomous thinking by
psychologists' and is seen a s a n outgrowth of intolerance of
ambiguity. Where people and complex human questions are
concerned. dichotomous thinking represents a 'rush to
judgement'. A person with this attitude cuts off all chances of
increasing his wisdom and knowledge and alienates himself
from those he has placed in opposition to himself. This man
has no room in his internal circuitry for middle positions, for
operating in gray areas where in fact almost all creative
activities occur.
A nor,-creative person I s also exceedingly rigid in the way
he perceives the world, and thus, also in his expectations of
himself and others. Such a person exhibits a strong
unwillingness to entertain any thoughts that come into conflict
with his preconceived ideas. With this man, rational and
constructive discussion is virtually impossible. He is
inaccessible. Most of the time, there is literally no way to reach
him. In a work situation, whole regions of thoughts become
taboo wherever such a person is involved. Such persons are
selectively deaf and cannot ever hear their colleagues' opinions
on anything contrary to their own views. This sort of rigidity
is, in fact, a widespread disease that begins with thoughts and
spreads to all aspects of people's lives.

'In addition to being intolerant, 'binary' and rigid. a noncreative person resists looking inward into the motivations that
underlie his own behaviour. In psychological terms, he is antiintrospective. He does not believe in asking himself why he is
really doing anything. He also typically dismisses out of his
mind, any avenues towards self-improvement that might lead
him to learn more about himself.
'Such persons are inclined to see meditation, Yoga and other
spiritual ways of approaching and facing themselves, a s not
only a waste of time, but perhaps a fraud perpetuated by
spiritual Hindu mystics to brainwash people of other falths.
Their inner turmoil and fear keep them for taking the risks that
are necessary to get out of the routines they despise so much.
They continue to place all hope and all blame for everything on
externals, but wonl take the inner road to change their own
lives.
"n the absence of an internal focus, a non-creative person
is motivated and virtually governed by opinions and social
forces external to himself. He is weak when it comes to relying

on his own independent set of values, beliefs and instincts.
While he can certainly make a lot of nolse about many issues.
he rarely strays from established norms about anything in his
Me,
'A non-creative person seldom takes responsibility for his
oum mistakes-but by an ironic twist of psychology, he will be
axnong the flrst to hold others responsible for everything that
happens to him, no matter whether the others are really
responsible or not.

The 'others', for this person are either weak or strong
(binary thinking!). His capacity for self-deception allows him to
condemn all those who are weaker than him and worship all
those who have power. Identify a non-creative person by the
focus an money a s power in his mind. From money, his worship
of power extends to strong figures-political leaders.
governments officials, policemen, even thugs.
'Keep these characteristics of a non-creative person in
mind, and you will be on your way to ridding yourself of
whatever Insidious stlflers may have gat hold ofyour creativity,'
advised Vinayaka Murthy,

OVERCOMING MIS-EDUCATION
As we have already emphasized In Chapter I1 while
discussing the forces that stifle creaefvity our formal education
system is hardly designed to help u s become creative: in fact
we are carefully trained to be just the opposite-non-creative.
The emphasis should have been on real intellectual
development, one's ability to ask questions that fascinate him
and induce his best answers. But the methods we are
subjected to are often the least effective ways to help anyone
learn anything. We are drilled to memorize lists of facts so that
we can spill them back for future tests, even though we cannot
see what meaning these facts have for our life or anyone else's.
The result I s that a s soon a s the examinations are over, most
students forget the facts they have learned, and move on to
new ones which are equally meaningless. (Do you think you
could pass a n algebra test or a world history examination
today?) Our education did not follow the lines of our natural
childlike curiosity. If we had been introduced to the hlstory of
the Mughai Dynasty in India and then left to ask our own
questions about that, for instance - both Muslim and Hindus

would naturally be free from many self-defeating deductions,
and an average Indian would have been truly secular.
But the sad truth is that in all likelihood most of an Indian's
formal education is spent learning how to please teachers a d
administrators. iQe were seldom,if ever. encouraged to think
for ourselves, to write creatively, to draw outside the lines, to
attack problems from our own unique perspective, Pick any
annual school magazine o r college newsletters, and the.y will
all be ironically the same - moral stories. patriotic poems.
rankholders' photographs, citation of school managers.
welcome to the new batch, farewell to the last one.
In professional schools. when a student joins a course, he
is taught that, above all, he is to conform to the rules of that

course or be 'treated' a s trouble and that conformity yields
more long term gratification than creativity. In India, students
are chided for thinking independently. We learn to adjust to
the system rather than create our own system or ask why the
system couldn't shift just a little so that it could better meet
the needs of the individuals. Today, our children are carefully
warned about the importance of being 'good children'. They are
weaned away from their natural, spontaneous Wonder in the
face sf the world' by worry about their possible faflure to get
into college ten years from now. Everyone seems to believe that
getting good results is more important than acquiring genuine
understanding of a learning principle. Getting parents'
approval by passing examinations, getting ninety plus marks.
wfnnlng the teacher's appreciation and other such externals.
seem to have become the 'moving forces' of a student's life. But
because the hollowness of all this is felt by the child, because
somehow he knows that many of this teachers are phony and
examinations are open for manipulation, education h a s
become a degrading experience for a creative child.
Many of our readers wi!! disagree wlth us. Let u s say you
are one. You have gone through a 'standard' education system
without particular trouble. Yau have been very successful. But
we bet that you never really believed in it; that you were oft.en
bored and afraid of being a 'troublemaker' unable to be heard,
and abused many times by a system that always rewarded
conformity and punished individuality. Still, from your formal
school experience, you must have acquired some idea of the
joy of learning and thinking for yourself. Othem-ise, why do
you still remember those few excellent, hlghiy motivated
teachers you had in school who really cared about you and

wanted to make a difference h your Me? Why do you still
remember that teacher who was dedicated to satisfying your
natural, child-like curiosity exactly a s it developed, for no
speciflc return or motive? Was not thfs one teacher labelled
cranky and a system disrupter by others when he txied to
respond to individual student's needs fn lais teaching his
classroom routines'? J u s t rerriember that fine soul and
remember the way he helped you. You are now powerful and
perfectly free to pursue his ideals and examples of what
education can be if you want it to!

Hindus take seven sacred steps-Saptapadf-around
the
fire a t the time of marriage, Each step symbolizes one
eornmitment that strengthens married life. Let us. in a similar
ritual, taks seven steps around the 'fire' of creativity, so that
we can begin a new, creative life. But what about the
commitments? You will be pleasantly surprised by their
simplicity. However, we would like to put in a word of caution:
the simplest things in the world are often the most difficult to
follow.
The first commitment in your marriage Mth creatlvq is to
laugh. A lively sense of humour and a hearty laugh at least half
a dozen times a day is the best guarantee against neuters and
unhappiness. Furthermore, laughter is free and doesn't
require a prescription from your doctor: and you don't have to
go to the medical store for this precious cure.
Then, make someone else laugh everyday. Recall all
miserable past experiences whlch are worth a laugh now and
laugh them off. Enjoy the company of children and be with
them at least twice a week with the idea of doing nothing but
enjoying thelr company. You will soon discover that belng a
creator of laughter, of genulne humour. I s a primary path to
crcatlvfty.
The second step is the promise to let the fantasy back into
your Me. Love to dream, make up stories, draw a cartoon, make
u p some verse or song ( a parody will also do) and wander
aimlessly into yourself and collect all the dreams you can get1
T h e third step is thc assurance of being a little crazy. By
being c r q , we don't mean losing contrcl of your life. Our idea

of being crazy means letting go of some of the controls that
restrict your We. You can be serious on the job, mature about
how you face your responsibilities, earnest in attacking
problems that call for straightforwardness, no nonsense
approaches and still loosen up and let go of yourself now and
then. Not only will you have more fun; the whale office loosens
up. and everybody will be more effective when it is time for
solemnity. To start with, make up your mind to do one crazy
thing every day for a week - once or twice a t home, once or
twice at work, the rest of the times wherever the mood strikes
you, Nine times out of ten you will flnd that people react with
more enthusiasm than you could have expected.
The fourth step ahead is to be spontaneous. Be willing to
try anythlng on a moment's notice. Be a Httle impulstve and
adventurous, without always having to plan thlngs in advance.
Take a t least one decision a week by the flip of coin. Go at least
once a month to a locality you don't know or haven't visited for
a long ume and just wander. Recapture your ability to stop
suddenly by the roadside when something interesting catches
your eye.

T h e fifth promise is not to be afraid of making a mistake. In
fact, a s a child, you were never intimidated by making
mistakes. You were wflling to try anything and everything and
if you weren't very good a t it a t flrst. you tried again, everytime
getting a little smarter. You stopped trying to learn new things
only when you hternalised the fear that you are somehow
inferior ifyou fail at anything, or that you should cornpare your
performance with that of other people (who,in fact must have
already gone through the trial-and-error of mastering what you
are just approaching for the flrst time) A non-creative person
has learnt to avoid more and more things that might involve
'failures' on his part. He seeks 'good results' in everything all
the time and evaluates himself a s a 'bad person' If he 1s in the
bottom half of his group In a~ything.With this fifth circle,
remember that you C ~ Kfail
I at anything tn life without being a
failure a s a person!
Make a resolution after thr sixth step that starting now, you
will accept the w ~ r l da s it is. Once you develop some sort of a
rigidity about the way things should be, you are likely to get
angry with O.he world for not conforming to your expectations
or demands, and thls leads to the 'angry-young man syndrome'
in which people get frustrated by their inability to control.
things that na one human being can possibly control

Whenever you find yourself thinking 'Sure, children can
enjoy playing in the rain because they are not losing a day's
work', that means you are lgnoring the obvious fact that no
matter how upset you get about it, God is not going to Vacuum'
all the rain back into the sky for you. Your anger is not going
to make up for your lost day's work; it isjust going to ruin your
day. The child inside would like ta go out and enjoy the rain,
but the adult may insist on thinking neurotically about it and
keep inside. cursing the heavens.
Do whatever you can do to change your own immediate
world for better. But don't brood over the recommendations of
some Commission. don't combat for birthplace of some god,
don't worry about militancy in some state, don't get worried
about neighbouring countries' nuclear programmes (they are
worried about ours!), don't become angry over apartheid in
South Africa (no more there anyway), or petrol prices (they'll
never come down!). Leave certaln things for others. You are not
the Greek god, Atlas, to bear the burden of the entire earth on
your shoulders. Pray. 'Lord give me the strength to change
those things that can be changed, the patience to accept those
things that cannot be and accept people at face value. 'List out
the things that habitually irritate you or that you find yourself'
complaining about most. How many 'Forget Its' do you have?
However many they may be. forget them1 The next time you
find yourself getting upset over these or similar things, just
stop and laugh it off: that's just the way the world runs.
Now. the h a 1 step Is left. Trust others. Go out of your way
to meet a t least one new person every month who is
substantially different from you. If you are a professor.
introduce yourself to an auto driver or stop to chat with the
guy who sells flowers at the corner, the tea-stall boy, the
newspaper vendor, the postman, the bus conductor anybody
who strlkes you a s appealing. Trust him and yourself to make
the best of the situation. If you are met with initial suspicion.
ifyou sense that a person is thinking, 'what does this man want
from me?' Remember you don't have any ulterior motive, you
know you are not trying to take advantage of this person for a
ride. You will be surprised to encounter a child in that person
who will sense, intuitively, your honest ingenuity. After all,
once upon a time bath of yau were children: destiny made the
child in you, a professor and the child in him a n auto-driver.
You are now wedded to creativity. Henceforth, you will be a
creative person to the end of your Ufe. You have attained an

inner peace now. You can do Just about anything you wish to
undertake. Give yourself more oh this childlike inner peace
today, by letting yourself be that good old silly, fun-loving child
again. and you will no longer look nostalgically back on your
lost childhood.
We b o w that this is not going to be an easy process. Cutting
through the tangle of emotions, habits and obligations that
bind you to the ground is an enormous task. The 'authority
flgcres' around you, be they politicians, religious gums, social
workers, psychiatrists, or your own parents. blg brother or
spouse, can best lead you towards being normal or average
according to the accepted rules; to 'cope with' standards of
established society a s 'they' perceive them. Creativity starts
where the 'normality' ends. To go beyond normality, you have
to strike out on your own.

The next chapter on creativity-killers will make you familiar
with your future foes. When Alexander the Great visited
Diogenes and asked whether he could do anything for the
famed teacher, Diogenes replied, 'Only stand out of my light'.
Perhaps, some day we shall know how to actually heighten
creativity. Until then, one of the best things we can do is to ask
the creativity-killers to stand out of our light.
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CREATE
YUPPIES
Two cultures-the humanistic culture and the scientific
culture-have long been recognised as essential mental
furniture for anyone with pretentions to intellectual
cultfvation. A small army of psychologists have taken u p issue
against the equation of 'culture' with literature and the arts.
The battle has, it would seem. been won to a great extent. The
idea that anyone can claim to be well educated while professing
total ignorance of what the physical sciences tell us about the
universe, seems almost a s archaic today a s the earlier notion
that a decent familiarity with established literature was all that
any gentleman needed in order to pass in the world a s a model
of accomptishment.
Today's Intellectuals carry a 'mixed bag' of knowledge in a
variety of fit4ds--social history, industrial psychoIogy.
computers, art, space architecture and so on. These well read
individuals indulge Ln journalism, antiquarianism and gossip.
They operate with a n assembIage of information rattier than a
body of knowledge. They give more emphasls to protection
against betng blinded by 'expert's opinions' and crippled by
'established practicess, Using complicated vocabulary and
quoting ittghly technical jargon is fast becoming a habit with
the Indian fntellfgentsfa. These heavy words are very often
mlsused by people who obviously have a very insecure grasp
of what they are latktng about. Yet they 'hornswoggle' one to
take them or, F a e vafrie. They are the most potent killers of
creatlvlry. ,PI complete undershndlng of thls phenomenon nf
perversior?:of lndivlduaI preferences by coilectlve decisfons is
an invotved w>ciological problem and is beyond the scope of
thls book. The best way to bring home an iiwsreness uf thfs

trap within our limited discussion ls to present an example of
It. Let u s go through the following story of two prisoners.

THE

IONALITY T

W

Dugan Singh and Lakhan Singh are caught by the police
during a combing operatJon in the Chambal ravine. They are
lodged in Delhi's Tihar jail in separate cells. Both are
'history-sheeters'. but this time, the police do not have any
concrete evidence to prosecute them. Having nabbed them, the
police do not want to free them either. The public prosecutor.
Raghunandan Sharma gets a brilliant idea. Sharma meets
both the prisoners and offers them a deal. He says to Durjan
Singh in private, 'If you say in court that you were a member
of the gang which committed the dacoity and killed Sarpanch
Thakur Pratap Singh last month, I will get you freed a s a n
approver provided Lakhan Singh does not confess. If, however.
Lakhan Singh too confesses to the sarpanch's murder, both of
you will receive a seven-year term.' 'If I don't confess anything?'
asks Durgan Singh. 'In that case, if Lakhan Singh also does not
confess anything, the police will anyway get you a seven-year
term for the dacoity. But if Lakhan Singh confesses to the
Sarpanch's murder by the gang and you don't confess, he will
be freed and you may be hanged or may at least get a life term.'
Advocate Sharma makes a similar offer to Lakhan Singh In a
separate meeting.
What do the two prisoners do? What makes this a dilemma
is that the pay-offs from the alternative courses of actlon that
face the prisoners have the following form: each prisoner gets
a seven- year term by confessing to the sarpanch's murder,
whatever action the other person takes. Suppose Lakhan Singh
is going to confess; then Durjan Slngh's choice Is, In effect,
between a seven-year term (if he himself confesses) and life
sentence (if he doesn't). Suppose, on the other hand, Lakhan
Singh is not going to confess; then Durjan Singh's choice is, in
effect, between going scot-free (if he confesses) and the seven
year sentence that both of them mlght get on charges ofdacofty
[if he does not confess either).
Thus, taking each prisoner's calculation separately. It is
clear that each is better off by confessing than by not
confessing. Yet the outcome when both follow this strategy
elisurcs a seven-year term for both of them.

There is clearly. a t least on surface, some sort of a paradox
of rationality a t work here: the parties (Lakhan and Durban).
by pursuing their interests ratlonality, flnish up with less
satisfactory results than they might have achieved by
sacrificing their interest. Is the appea.rance of paradox
illusionary?

a GROUP ACTMTY
The prisoners' dilemma game (as it is actually called in the
terminology of mathematical game theory) evokes surprise in
people confronted with the analysis for the first Ume. Perhaps
this is because acting in collective interest is still associated in
most people's minds with moral rather than logical concepts.
Doing something for the common good evokes the idea of
'sacrificing' one's individual interest. On the other hand.
caiculation of what is best for oneself i s felt to be
unambivalently rauonal (although perhaps on occasions not
praiseworthy).
k t US apply this Iogic to creative thinking. What is
'creative'? Sometimes, particularly in group situations, it is a
matter of definition. Many times, creative ideas get into serious
controversies. The interesting question here is what people
actually do when confronted with such a situation, involving
'partner opponents' whose interests partly clash and partly
coincide, Shall I cooperate (act the way I want the others to act)
or compete (took after my own interest)? Shall I create
(something which i s dirferent) or comply (go by whatever
exlstsj: What should be my policy in a 'creative decision'
conflict?
We have discussed in detail fn the eariier chapters how
individual creative thinking is supposed to be carried out in
different k!nds of situation. More complicated are the cases tn
which creatfve thinking is connected to alternative outcomes
in the presence of a thick web of interpersonal relations. There
are 'independent' and 'interdependent' situations. Are they
equivalent to 'stratghtlorward creativity' and 'constrained
creativfty'? ;Mes the availahiltty of a chance to modlfl what
others do In a given situation decide the course of a creative
action? Should we not explore a framework In whlch creativity
can be analysed as a group activity?

THE FRAZMEWORK
Writer Ayn Rand said through the famous character John
Galt in her novel 'Atlas Shrugged' -To live, man must hold
three thhgs as the supreme and ruling values of hfs life;
Reason-Purpose-Self-esteem. Reason. a s his only tool of
knowledge-Purpose, as his choice of the happiness which that
tool must proceed to achieve--Self-esteem, as hls inviolate
certainty that his mind is competent to think and his person
is worthy of happiness, which means: is worthy of living. These
three values imply and require a11 of man's virtues. and all his
virtues pertain to the relation of existence and conscfousness:
'ratfondity. independence, integrity, productiveness.'
And this is what we mean by a framework to analyze
creativity as a group activity. When we look for stratghfforward
creativity in interdependent situations we must judge all men
a s conscientiously a s we judge inanimate objects. with the
same respect for truth, wlth the same incorruptible vtsion. As
we do not pay a higher price for a rusty chunk of scrap than
for a piece of shining metal. so we should not value a rotter
above a hero just because he I s someone close to us. Creativity
can be straightforward only in a sltuatlon where every man is
fudged for what he is and treated accordingly. Our moral
appraisal is the coin by which we pay our colleagues for their
virtues or vices. This payment demands of us as scrupulous
an honour a s we always bring to hancial transactions, This
means that to withhold your contempt from men's vices is an
act of moral counterfeiting, and to withhold your admiration
from their virtues fs an act of moral embezzlement.

THE MIND KNOWS NO BARRIERS
Creatlvfty In a working group 1s our acceptance of &his
morality. Creative work is the process by which man's
consciousness controls his existence. All work is creative work
if done by a thinking mind. and no work is creative if not done
by a thinking mind or if done by a blank who repeats in
uncrlticai stupor, a routine he has learned from others. If you
cheat your way Into a Job bigger than your mfnd can handle.
you will be condemned to become a fear-corroded ape on
borrowed motions and borrowed tIme. On the other hand, if
you settle down to a fob that requires less than your mind's

full capacity, you will underutilise your capacities and
sentence yourself to decay.
Our body is a biological machine which is controlled by our
mind. Let u s drive this machine a s far as our mind will take
us, with achievement a s the goal of our road. Beware of the
persons in your group who have no creative purpose. They are
like a driverless car that coasts downhill a t the mercy of any
boulder, to crash Into the f i s t ditch. Keep off persons who stifle
their minds; they are like stalled machines slowly going to rust.
And never come close to anybody who lets a leader prescribe
his course. He is a wreck being towed to the scrap yard. Our
work is the purpose of our life. and we must speed past any
kfller who assumes the right to stop us. Any value you mIght
flnd outside your work. any other loyalty. obligation. love can
only be travellers sharing yourjourney. They must go on their
own power in your direction.

VALUE-BASED THINKING
As we have discussed in the earlier chapters, just as our
body has two fundamental sensations-- pleasures and pain--so
our consciousness has two fundamental emotions: joy and
suffering. Note that there are only two alternatives and nothing
else. No in-between stands. Our emotions are estimated by the
forces which further our life or threaten it. We have no choice
about our capaclty to feel what is good for u s and what is bad.
But. what we will conslder good or bad, what will give u s joy
or pain. what we will love or hate, desire or fear. is our choice.
It depends on our standard of values. Emotions are inherent
in our nature. but their content is dictated by our mind. Our
emotional capacity is a n empty automobile and our values are
the fuel with which our mind drives it. If a man chooses a m h
of contradictions, it will clog his engine, corrode h i s
transmission and wreck him on his &st attempt to move with
a machine which he. the driver, has himself corrupted.

If we hold the irrational as our standard of value and the
impossible a s our concept of good, if we long for rewards we
have not earned, for a fortune or a love we don't deserve, for a
loophole in the law of causality, for something that becomes
something else at our whim, we will be doing the reverse of
creativity. We will not be harmed by this. We will not suffer
from this right now. in fact life wilf be very easy to live in this
fashion. But a t the end. a life lived so will be a great frustration.

Creativity does not come at the command of emotional
whims. Creation is not the result of any irrational wishes one
mlght blindly attempt to indulge in. Creativity is a state of noncontradictory emotions. Creativity does not carry any penalty
or guilt. Creativity does not clash with any of the values and
does not work for anyone's destruction. Any activity which
produces guilt in you. disturbs your values. gives you the joy
of escaping from your mind b not creative. Creative persons
never attempt to evade reallty. They aspire for the joy of a
producer. not the high of a drunkard.

THE ARBITRATOR
A creative person deals with his colleagues a s per his nature
and their demands. by means of reasons. He seeks or desires
nothing from them except such relations a s they care to enter
into, of their own voluntary choice. It is only with their mind
that he deals and only for his own self interest. when hls
interest coincides with theirs. When they don't he seeks no
relationship. A creative person always lets dissenters go their
way and he does not sever his relationships with them. He wins
by means of nothing but logic. When two creative persons
disagree. they let reality be their final arbitrator; if Ram is right.
Rahim will learn: if Ram is wrong, Ram will have to learn; one
of them will win, but both will profit.

.

Any threat between a man and his perception of reality is
the greatest creativity-killer. To interpose such a threat on
someone in any manner. is to negate and paralyze his means
of survival. To force someone to act against his own judgment
is like forcing him to act against his own sight. Force and mind
are opposites. Creativity ends when force begins. When you
treat your fellow worker as an irrational animal, force him to
suspend his own mind and to accept your will a s a substitute.
put pressure in place of proof. you kill his creativity.

THE KILLING FORCES
What we observe In many of the Indian work situations is
the use of force on mind. Religion. culture. politics, caste.
communication, trade unions. each puts pressure on
individuals t o conform to the system. Any disagreement is
taken with hostility --the whole set-up seems bent upon

frustrating creativity. In fact there seems to be widespread and
deep-rooted collusion at work against creativity In thls country.
By collusion, we don't mean that some sort of a conspiracy
is a t work against creativity. What we want to highlight is a
psychological antipathy towards creativity.
The term 'collusion' has a verbal WnshLp with delusion,
illusion and elusion. 'Lusion' comes from the Lath verb 'ludtxt'
which means 'to mock' or 'to deceive'. Delusion implies total
self- deception. lllusfon Implies deceiving oneself under a
strong wlsh, but does not involve self-deception a s total a s
delusion.
Collusion is always cllnched when two persons find in each
other, that 'other* who will conform to the image of their
respecuve selves which they are trying to make real. The
ground is then set for prolonged mutual evasion of truth and
of true fulfilment. The following story Illustrates th1s point.
Dr Ganesan 1s a biochemist. He did some hard work in the
field of serum lipids when he was abroad for his doctorate
twenty years ago. He now heads the department of chemistry
In a college. He is a Reader and stands at number five In the
department hierarchy. Dr Srivastava could not go to a foreign
university in spite of his best efforts and finally reconclled
himself to his present job. Both their Ilves an dominated by
the lllusion of being a higher level scientist. They live a very
closed We In the college wlth each one maintaining this image.
This is a prolonged mutual evasion of truth and true fulfilment.
Each has found a n 'other' to enforce his own false notion of
himself and to give this appearance a semblance of reality.
Dr Garg b a lecturer-designate to their department. He has
completed his Ph.D in a university in England under a
government fellowship awarded to him based on the good
marks he secured in his Masters in the same college.
Both Dr Ganesan and Dr Srlvastava are upset about
Dr.Garg. A third party Is always a danger to a two-person
collusion. The collusive and complemenhy conjunction of Dr
Ganesan's and Dr.Srivastava's 'identities for self and
'identities-for-the- otherewill collapse in the presence of Dr
Garg. who has been a student of both. As they cannot stop Dr
Garg's entry inta the department. so they will make llfe difilcult
for him once he is here. Three potentially creative persons will
live a work IIfe tormented and haunted by anxiety and despair.

SURVIVING THE ONSLAUGHT
Here emerges an lnterestlng picture of a creative person--a
person who applies his mind along the track of reason and
purpose: a person who preserves his self-esteem and never
undermines others'; a person whose decisions are based on
cold reality; a person who acts by his own judgment. Also
emerge the forces which threaten the survival of a creative
person --an irrational society, pseudo-intellectuals.
exploitative values. self-defeating beliefs, collusion among
fakes and incompetents.
How does a creative person survive this onslaught? Those
who are not creative live a condemned life. They insult the

creator. They are worshippers of the zero. The& life is llmited
to avoidance of death. But life is not the equivalent of merely
avoiding death. Joy is not the 'absence of pain', intelllgencc is
not the 'absence of stupidity'. Creativity is not achieved by
abstaining from destruction. In fact, it starts with that. Brahma
cannot create if Shiva does not destroy. This destruction
requires tremendous energy. How does one get this energy?
Where does It come from? Let us move on to our concluding
chapter and attempt to h d the answers to some similar
questions.
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FROM W I T TO
ORIGXNmITY

THE ROOTS
A creative person can derive certain crucial principles from
the esoteric concepts found In the most ancient of the Indian
teachings. A great many wise men in ancient India s a t a t the
feet of the Master Adept and uncovered the crux of creativity.
Unfortunately, their teachings have remained hidden, known
to very few, d u e to the total absence of field trials in a society
living under the constant threat of barbaric invaders and cruel
tyrants. Later, they became enshrouded In the mysteries of
occultism and Tantra.

We asked Vlnayaka Murthy to unearth t h e ancient
manuscripts in the timeless quest for the age-old Indian
wisdom. Vinayaka Murthy smiled and said. 'Do not expect
uriderstandlng to come a s a flash sf inspirational lightning.'
This helped in raislng our awareness and made u s see two
mighty principles of creativity. We thought about these
principles, digested and rased them. We discovered that a n
understanding of these prmclples gives one a step ahead in the
game of life. 'These principles of creativity. in fact, are the rules
of life. We offer the principles to you in the hope that they will
serve to kindle your creativity and thereby to help you grow
and mature.

THE PRINCIPLES
The first of the mighty principles is that sf 'mentalism', said
Vlnayaka Murthy. T h e Universe is a mental creatlon of God'.
J u s t a s a character, In a novel. is a creatlon of the novelist and

is, therefore. a n aspect of the novelist, so too are we, and
everything else in the universe, a part of the Creator.

This principle can lead to a better understanding of our own
minds and how they work. Creativity is the manifestation of
mental power. Mental power becomes useful once i t is
controlled. Mind control works because the universal is
mental. All things are seen from the relative position of the
mind and you see what you think you see. You may think you
see a tree, whereas a squirrel thinks it sees a home. Your friend
may think that a 'Hussain' is a fine wall decoration and you
may think it's a good investment. You may see a sltuatlon a s
a problem and your spouse may think that it's a challenge. Of
course, everyone is correct. because what you think you see,
you do see. This principle implies that the mind can control
forces and events outslde oneself. This is a fact only because
the world we see is our mental creation; and this being so, if
we created it (the image). We can also recreate it. Creative
people use their minds to change. reshape and control 'their'
world.
The second great principle shared by Vinayaka Murthy is
the principle of polarity. 'All things are dual. Everything has its
pair of opposites and these opposites are identical in nature,
differing only In degrees'. Tall and short are the same-both
are aspects of the same principle, height. There is no such thing
a s tall or short, only a s it is relative to you. Hot and cold are
the same, unless compared with your body temperature.
Vinayaka Murthy makes use of this principle frequently to shed
light on the meaning of words like love, fear and anger; defining
the word by examining its opposite. We can use polarity to
swing from dislike to like, from guilt to self-forgiveness, from
anger to tolerance and from negativity to creativity.

THE AWARENESS
The essence of understanding creativity lies In the
awareness of negativity. Negative thinking is a protection
against dlsappointment. The negative thinker expects nothing
good to happen and is not disappointed when nothing good
happens. Such negativity develops early in childhood. but
occasionally the ravages of time chip away at the creative
attitude of an adult, and those who are beset by constant
disappointment often turn to the protective cloak of negative
thinking, thereby avoiding additional pain. Once these persons

lose the excitement of creative expectations, their lives become
duH and bland-a spieeless existence. When people have
nothing to look forward to, no goals and few desires, that
dullness creates an apathy that brtngs with it the depressive
state that so many in the contemporary Indian society are
afflicted with.
If you are bothered by this unfortunate affliction, you
probably know someone who is negative. The easiest way to
protect your creatfvfty against people like this is to avoid them.
Would that this were so a simple! For. so very often the afflicted
I s a loved one, a spouse, a close friend, a business associate.
a neighbour, or a relative. Let us see how a negative thinker is
born, for an understanding of this type of person may help you
decide to what degree you may wish to be involved.
Understanding that negative people are those who have had
a great many disappointments in their Itfe brings you a better
awareness of why they think a s they do. Negative thinking has
taken a great deal of programming and reinforcement through
the years to produce. It is unlikely that you are going to turn
negative thinkers around on the road back to the positive
mental dynamics of creativity by reversing the process.
Negative thinkers are born through disappointment. The way
to turn negative thinkers around is to make sure that you
personally never disappoint them. Negativity is in fact
contagious. By maklng sure not to disappoint negative people
rather th'm avoiding them, you will shield your psyche from
the negativity.
The subliminal Indian concept of Ardhanarishwar
sententiously explains the concept of polarity a t work.
explains that all things have masculine and feminine aspects
and that the masculine is outgoing, the instigative force. The
feminine is the Incoming, the receptive, the creative force.
These forces are b a s k intrinsic to everything from the smallest
molecule to the universe itself. Zen monks call these forces as
'yang and 'yln'. They carry no values, neither one is good or
bad, superior or inferior, desirable or undesirable, but both are
necessary parts of all extstence. Nor do the masculine and
feminine forces have anything to do with the male or female
sex, although man and woman are their manifestation on the
physical plane,
When you speak to someone. you are, to some degree. in
the rnascullne or outgoing mode, and when you are listening.

you are in the receptive. inflowlng or the feminine mode.
Popular leaders have developed a strong outgoing force when
speaking. Immensely masculine. sending out a heroic force,
they overcome the masculine energy fields of the crowd and
switch them to the receptive. Remember, this has nothing to
do wlth sex.
The country is yet to see a more outgoing Prime Minister
than Smt. Indira Gandht. She swayed the great masses of
people by her charisma. And what is charisma? Isn't it a n
extremely strong outgoing force?

THE METHOD
What is the equ!valent of charisma in the receptive mode?
Yes.it is creativity. Look at the words woven around creativityinvention. originality. fertility. conceit. fantasy, guess.
surmise, hypothesis-and you will get our point. Switch over
to the receiving mode. Get a good cassette tape of Ravf Shankar,
Bismillah Khan or Balamuralikrlshna. Play the cassette as you
normally would. You may enjoy the music or you may not, but
when you are not inclined to classical music. listen anyway.
You will now develop your sense of hearing by listening for
thlngsyou have not previously heard. Play the tape once again.
As it begins, take yourself to the relaxed recepttvity of a woman
ready for a sensual experience and listen to the music. Listen
for the different sound qualities. Hear the vibration of
fine-tuned strings of sitar, the modulation of shehnai. the
intensity of violin. Notlce how the musician introduces a
melody, develops it, and comes hack to it with a new approach.
Now feel yourself merge with the music. Imagine that you are
music, that you are riding up and down with the melody. Feel
every cell in your body responding to the vibrations of sound.
What does the music tell you? Let the music take you to
another time, another place. Imagine that you are somewhere
else. in a place that the voice of the instrument has led you to.
Enhance the scene. Bring in colour, and wind, and the sea.
and mountains--use your imaglnatlon. When you come out
of this spell, you will find that you have heard more than the
ordfnaty listener hears. If you were lucky, you may have even
heard what the musician intended when the performance was
recorded.
What of a Vincent Van Gogh, who could look a t a flower.
seeing only what he could see, and palnt such a representation

of that flower that a hundred years later the painting would
evoke a sensory cascade of 311 the flowers that hnve been? Or
a Mehdl Wasan, who could take a couplet and' stretch i t with
his voice into such a thing of beauty that even persons
completely unaware of the Urdu language in which the couplet
Is written, would w e l l with the sensual perfe~%ticjn
of the
sound?
When we hear the term 'creative people'. we grnrrally think
of those who have in some nilanner perfected one or more of
the five senses. Do they have a different set of senses? A larger
brain? A greater capacity for utilizing information? No. They
simply make better use of what they have. Is it not time to
sharpen a t least one of your body senses? Why not enhance
the desire to see things more clearly and in greater depth? Why
not go and touch a tree? Move your physical hand and feel the
surface of the tree, the branch, the leaf. Now. move the mental
hand gently down the tree. Reach down to the root system and
feel the depth of the roots. Move your mental hand into the
tree. Get the sensation of the sap, and the life within the tree.
Get an impression of the voice of the tree, the way It sings when
caressed by the breeze. Never again will you see that tree in
the way in which you have seen it so far.
Put down this book for a moment. Look around you, reach
out with your mental hand and feel the ceiling. Note the
texture. Now the floor. the carpet. The wall. A book. Whatever
else is In the room. You do feel a difference, don't you? And yet.
it is with your mind alone that you are touching these objects.

THE SOURCE
The creativity, then. is In your mind. AIl you have to do I s
to manifest this inner magic, to allow it to blossom out. You
can do this by filling your mind with peace. A peaceful mind is
a powerful source of energy. Let this energy be generated and
crca ted. In the last few paragraphs of this book, we will discuss
the technique of filling your mind with peace. before we
conclude.
A primany method for gaining a mind full of peace I s a
practice af emptying the mind. We recommend emptying the
mind at least :wire a day. more often If necessary, Definitely
practice emptying your mind of fear? hatred, insecurities,
regret, and feelings of guilt. Simply tell the Master Creator

everything that is bothering you. Farget those things that are
past.
Now that your mind is emptied, fill I t immediately, for it
cannot remain a vacuum for long. Somethjng is bound to enter
in the emptied space. So, start filling your mind with creative
and healthy thoughts. Let nothing disturb you. Let nothing
frighten you. Everything passes away except God. God alone
is sufficient. Tell Him your problems and listen to His advice.
Insist upon at least fifteen minutes. Do not read. Think a s little
as possible. Throw your mind into neutral gear. You may place
the first three fingers of either hand together (the thumb, the
forefinger, and the middle finger). It will close your system and
strengthen your concentration. Do it a couple of times daily for
a week and you will never look back. Your channels of
creativity are open now. Develop a wholesome self- respect and
believe in ycurself, in this life or in the next.
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EPILOGUE
We have presented three images of a creative person in the
form of three characters carved out of our own surroundings.
Bhawana Biswas - a solitary figure, emotionally vulnerable.
impractical, unselfish, and quixotic. This is the creativity of the
Artist who is traditionally represented in folklore and popular
literature a s a painter, poet, mystique like Thiruvallavur,
Kalidas, Tansen and Raja Ravi Varrna. Exactly opposite to this
form of creativity stands the creativity of Birbal Bhatt, a person
who spurns the dreamer, refuses to be taken In by any
romantic nonsense, is wide awake. quick to see his advantage
and to get the better of his fellows like Narada, Chanakya, Kabir
and Tenali Rama. This is aggressive creativity. In between
these extreme types stands Manak Mitra, who combines the
qualities of both , a sagacious dreamer, with his head in the
clouds and his feet on the solid earth - Mahatma Vidur, Arya
Bhatta, Ramanujan and Vikram Sarabhai. However, creativity
can't be represented by any single. two o r three figures in the
waxworks of popular imagination. Let u s stop searching for
creativity in benevolent magicians. absent minded professors.
a n d scientists wearing thick glasses. Look around yourself.
Look a t the ordinary people of India. The common people who
are unselfishly doing some lofty task. Look a t people obsessed
with ideas, look a t all those dry, dull. diligent. pedantic,
uninspired fellows. Look a t those aloof and detached people,
hundreds and thousands of them. These people don't lack
creativity. Don't conclude that they have outgrown passion or
that they are devoid of temperament, desiccated, and hard of
hearing when it comes to listening to reason. This is the outer
shell within which creativity of this great country hides itself
to survive onslaught of more than 1000 years of subjugation.
Look inside them! Are they any less peevish. less petulant. or
less jealous of anybody who dares to interfere with their
crabbed little world. than those White-skinned Creative Lords?
The creativity of these people who have been smothered
beneath malry hundred dogmas, surrounded by sentinels of
overseas definitions, conclusions, corollaries. propositions
explicit and propositions implicit. must be kindled. Once
kindled, the dlvine light of creativity will banish the darkness
which is forcing u s lo look for solutlnns outside us. The door
of creativity opens inward.

